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Today it is not enough to merely appreciate nature, we have 

to actively work to protect it. What we do today toward 

that end is the legacy we leave our children and their chil

dren. The extinction of a species is forever and 

the decision is ours. " 

Everglades Natural History Association 



" The concept of ecology - the relationships of living 

things to their environments - is important to an 

understanding of wildlife abundance. In nature, each 

creature has a niche or environment in which it finds 

the conditions necessary for survival and reproduction 

The dimensions of this niche vary considerably with 

the range of conditions which the species in question 

can tolerate " 

Patricia Caulfield 
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First of all, I have an interest to explore the aspect 

of architecture that deals with the natural environment. I 

have a strong notion that architecture should be harmoniously 

designed to fit into nature, not nature should be modified 

to complement architecture. 

Personally, I love nature, and I like to express my love 

for nature through the profession that I have choosen. I be

lieve that no matter who a person is, no matter what his or 

her profession is, his or her duty to the natural environment 

is still there. The responsibilty of protecting and conserving 

our natural environment is not only on the shoulders of the 

environmentalists, but it is also the duty of every human 

being that temporarily occupies this piece of earth. 

As a student, I have learned a lot about nature through 

my studies and my experiences. I have realized the importance 

of nature to the human beings, and I like my fellow human 

beings to have that realization too. Men have to really know 

the fact that men and nature are interdependant. The lack of 

understanding will lead men to overuse the natural resources 

and will consequently cause the imbalance of ecological sys

tems. The lack of understanding and concern will finally lead 

men to willingly sacrifice their natural environment for the 

sake of material gains, without having the slightest concern 

for the longterm effects. Therefore, I believe that my proposal 

would be of a great importance to me and to the world at large. 
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As a matter of fact, nature is one of the factors that 

controls our climate. Science has proven that the destruction 

of forest will affect the climate and furthermore, will affect 

human lives. But it is very sad to see that our forests are 

exploited day by day, and that the fragile forest ecologies 

are threatened. 

The Everglades in Florida, is one of the most unique 

and also the most vulnerable foresn ecologies ever "preserved". 

The Everglades National Park does not control its own water 

supply. The survival of the delicately balanced ecosystems, 

depends very strongly on the water flowing from outside the 

park in addition to the local rainfall. The once undisturbed 

flow of water is now in trouble as the developers are draining 

the Everglades in search for more lands. Construction of le

vees and canals are among other factors that contribute to 

the problems of the Everglades. 

The Everglades features a very diverse wildlife. My 

interest, however would be on reptiles. I figured that the 

reptiles are less familiar to Americans especially for the 

people from the upper regions. 

The Everglades is also a very large National Park. 

Therefore the possibilities of seeing all the animals 

(especially the reptiles) would be less. An indoor zoo for the 

reptiles; therefore, will maximize the chance of interactions 

with the animals, especially for the visitors who want to 

spend a very short time instead of having to explore the whole 

park. _o_ 



My proposal, therefore, is to design an indoor and out

door zoo facility for the Everglades National Park. The faci

lity will function to provide an educational experience and 

to increase public awareness about the unique complexity of 

the tropical habitat and about the importance of preservation 

and conservation of natural environment. The facility will 

also serve as a research center for the study of endangered 

reptile species. 
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A zoological gardens, zoo park, or zoo, according to 

the Encyclopedia Brittanica, is a place where wild animals, 

and in some instances domesticated animals are exhibited in 

captivity. Animals kept in captivity are generally given more 

intensive care than is possible in nature reserves or sanc

tuaries. Most of the zoological gardens exhibit general col

lections of animals, but in recent development, there are 

some zoological gardens which specialized in exhibiting par

ticular groups of animals; for example, birds, reptiles, or 

1 2 marine animals. 

The development of zoos can be traced back to the 

ancient civilizations. The biblical story of the ark for exam

ple, testifies the mankind's concern for conservation. Noah, 

the first zookeeper, took unto himself the responsibility of 

3 

saving the animal kingdom from extinction. 

However, we must also realize that not all zoos were 

committed to saving the animals from extinction. In the earlier 

history, animals were mainly kept for the purpose of enter

tainment and were used by people to show their imperial power. 

Animals were actually kept in enclosures far from being a place 
"J 

for animal refuge, but was actually animal prisons,^ 

Queen Hatshepsut of Egypt, daughter of Thutmose 1 has 

been associated with man's first formal zoo. But even she 

imprisoned wild beasts in her gardens for the purpose of dis

playing her power. And most unfortunate of all, most of the 

kings and nobles who kept zoos had little or no interest at 
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all in the scientific aspects of zookeeping. Their main con

cern was only on the usefulness of the animals to fulfill 

their ego. ~* 

According to Bernard Lvingston, Aristotle could be con

sidered as one of the true zoo men. To his student he 

said. 

It remains to now talk about the nature of animals. 

So far as possible we will not leave out any of 

them, mean or noble. For if some do not charm 

the senses, yet for scientific knowledge the nature 

which fashioned them provides a pleasure to all who 

can know their causes and are by nature philosophers 

Indeed, it would be strange and absurd if we took 

pleasure in looking at likenesses of animals, be

cause we were seeing the art of the craftsman, the 

painter or the carver, yet failed to delight much 

more in looking at the works of nature itself, 

provided we were able to discern the causes of their 

generation. We must therefore, not draw back child

ishly from examining the meaner animals. In all 

3 
natural beings there is something of the marvelous. 

The development of zoosCor best known as menageries in 

the earlier period)/ had more people's attention during the 

middle ages. Eventhough the true understanding about the im-



portance of zoos' scientific collections wasn't really in the 

mind of the zookeepers, but their enthusiasm toward gathering 

more collections and displaying them to the public should be 

given credit. Modern zookeeping; however, may be said to 

have said started in 1752, with the founding of the imperial 

menagerie at the Schorbrunn Place in Vienna.And by the mid 

4 
nineteenth century, zoos were being opened all over the world. 
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A zoo as structured by the National Zoological Park, 

a division of the Smithsonian institute, should involves 

itself in four main functions; conservation, education, rec

reation, and research. 

CONSERVATION EDUCATION RECREATIONAL RESEARCH 

The idea of conservation should be put forward so that 

the public will have a better understanding of the importance 

of protecting their own natural environment. A zoo should play 

a very important role in educating and developing the attitudes 

of the public toward conservation. Everything humans use and 

consume comes from nature, and they must be able to realize 

that sometimes things we take can be irreplaceble, unless we 

use and consume them wisely. 

A zoo experience, without a doubt is on eof the best 

methods of educating people about nature and about the ecolo

gical crises. A vast majority of the visitors are people who 

have little or no interest at all in nature or conservation. 

Therefore, a zoo should center its attention toward developing 

and increasing public awareness about nature. This vast majo

rity of the public should be the target as they are the 

people that could affect the future course of our environment. 
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It has been very common to some of us that zoos also 

serve a recreational purpose. A zoo, especially in the urban 

setting, plays a very significant role in serving the public 

as a place for meditation, a place to relieve pressure, 

a place to bring families, and even a place to go for picnics 

The contemporary zoo, competing with an increasing number of 

entertainment, must therefore, provide an experience that is 

enhanced by various visual stimuli. 

The new movement in zoological study also stresses the 

importance of research in zoological programs. A zoo should 

also be a research laboratory. A successful zoo, can never 

survive without a research program, and a zoo without a re

search program would be another useless idea. 

In addition to the points mentioned above, Patricia 

Brodley, a former educational consultant at the Philadelphia 

Zoological Garden suggested the idea of a 'Links-Zoo'. She 

envisioned a links-zoo as a recreational and educational 

facility located within the grounds of a zoological garden. 

The functions of a links-zoo will be to convey the links bet

ween human and other animals, between animals and other 

living things, and between living things and the non-living 

things. She further suggested that all of these can be accom

plished through the combination of an outdoor environment, 

cclose contact with live animals both wild and domestic, and 

a variety of exhibits, both indoor and outdoor. A further aim 
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would be to provide a place of contrast to the often noisy, 
7 

cluttered and littered environment of modern society. 

Figure 2: A 'links-zoo*. 
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RECREATIONAL EDUCATIONAL 

A successful zoo; therefore, should present the total 

picture of all the aspects above. The more the total picture 

we present, the more nearly we reach our goal of being an 

'interpreter of the wild world' as R. L. Blakely a director 

of the zoological society in Kansas put it. He further noted 

that, 

" An animal is not an isolated phenomenon. An animal 

is as much a product of geography, climate, and 

biome as it is composed of muscle, skeleton, and 

skin. We submit that total conservation is the 

only conservation. Thus, for our visitor's sake, 

we must present as wide a view of the whole world 
Q 

as our space funds, and ingenuuity will allow.* 

It is appparent to us then, that in order to present 

the total picture of a zoo, we must throughly consider and 

evaluate all aspects that a zoo should feature. Signs, labels, 
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and graphics are integral to and inseparable from the exhibit 

as a whole; and the animals, the enclosures and their fur

nishings and all associated written and artwork become in 

total " the exhibit ". And the idea of an " interpretive zoo ' 

where animals are displayed according to their ethnological 

activities or ecological niches; therefore can be achieved. 

-10-
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The Everglades National Park, in Florida, containing 

1,398,800 acres (566,094 hectares), is the only subtropical 

unit of the National Park system of the United States. Before 

the establishment of the park, a few Seminole Indians inhabi

ted and hunted on the area now comprising the park. None of 

them live in the park today, as they are now located on the 

reservations north of the park. 

According to the Encyclopedia Americana, the establish

ment of the Everglades National Park was authorized by Con-

2 
gress in 1934 and was accomplished in 1947. The movement 

toward the idea of preservation can be traced back to the 

writings of A.W. Dimrock who urged that the birds of Florida 

be given the same protection as " the beasts of the yellow-

stone National Park ". Some however, did not confine the idea 

of saving the birds alone, but believe that the beauty of the 

Everglades is part of our inheritance that needs to be pre-

served.^ 

Ernest F. Coe was the one who later took on the preser

vation idea into the broader context of a Tropical Everglades 

National Park. Coe later founded the Tropical Everglades 

National Park Association. Despite the establishment of the 

Park Association, the progress toward giving attention and 

effort were laid out as a result of depression and war of the 

later years. 
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4 
Plate:1. The Everglades National Park. 
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The first step toward the establishment was the trans

fer by the state of Florida, in March 1947, of about 850.-000 

acres (344,000 hectares) to the United States. The area which 

included Florida Bay, immediately became a national refuge. 

Three months later, a park of 407,000 acres (165,000) was 

authorized and $2,000,000 was given by the state to the fede

ral government. The original relatively small park was en

larged from time to time. Present boundaries were fixed in 

1960 and the Royal Palm State Park was added to the Everglades 

by donation. 
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People are always confused by what they can see in the 

Everglades. They expect to see a dim, mysterious swamp full 

of reptiles, exotic birds, and strange noises. But what they 

encounter is the endless horizon of the sawgrass plain which 

Marjorie Douglas, an historian, described it as the " River 

of Grass ". Actually, they are many subtleties of the saw-

grass itself, but if you limit your visit to viewing from the 

car, you will miss some of the variations. It is true that 

areas are covered by the sawgrass prairie, but beyond that 

the Everglades does feature diversed varieties of tropical 

ecosystems. 

Actually, most of the visitors are confused by the dif

ferences between Everglades and everglades. The everglades 

(with a lower *e') is actually named for the sawgrass prairie 

ecosystem - so named by the early explorers for its outward 

similarity to the European "glades" and for its seemingly 

endless expanse. But the Everglades (with an upper case 'E') 

denotes the National Park. In the Everglades National Park 

you will find different types of ecosystems beside the saw

grass prairie. There are large tracts of pine hardwood 

hammocks and vast mangroves forests. Each of this ecosystem 

has its own flora and fauna and each has its own story and 

character. 

The Everglades is a very unique ecosystem, but it is 

also very vulnerable. The Everglades does not control its own 
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water supply. The survival of the delicately balanced ecosystems, 

depends very strongly on the water flowing from outside the 

park in addition to the local rainfall. The once undisturbed 

flow of water is now in trouble as the developers are draining 

the Everglades in search for more lands. Construction of 

levees and canals are among many other factors that contribute 

to the problems of the Everglades. According to Archie Carr, 

"The plain is old sea bottom -or, more accurately 

new sea bottom since the whole sawgrass region was 

exposed only a few thousand years ago by the last 

' retreat of the sea during an ice age buildup. The 

water simply drained off as the ice at the North and 

South Poles built-up and the limestone bottom came 

out as flat as a table top. The land it made tilts 

barely enough to keep water flowing across it, when 

there is any water there and when no-man made obsta

cles intervene. It is this flow that integrates the 

Southern tip of Florida with Lake Okechobeee and the 
mm 

Kissimee Valley into one vast ecological entity." ' 

Geographically the Everglades National Park is bordered 

in the North by the Big Cypress National Preserve. But still 

there are some areas in the Northern part of the Everglades 

that constitute cypress swamp. In the East is the urban regio

nal area, which is a major threat to the ecology of the Ever

glades. In the West, the Everglades is bounded by the Gulf of 

Mexico, while further south the vast sawgrass prairie tran-
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forms into the mangrove wilderness which finally succeeds 

into the Floridan Bay. 

The beauty of the Everglades as mentioned by Patricia 

Caulfield lies both in its broad and limitless horizons of 

the sawgrass prairie and by the inner forest which is a 

'climax forest*. 

Despite the fact that the region is almost perfectly 

flat, the Everglades still is very unique. It has no counter

part anywhere on earth. Caulfield said that there is no other 

wilderness like this in this country, nor on this planet, 

and that is why this sanctuary of plants and animals must be 

saved. 
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Plate:2. " The Everglades, a trackless waste of swamp and 

hammock,sawgrass and palmetto, of orchids and 

strangler figs and poisonous manchineel, rolls 

south a hundred miles from Lake Okechobee to the 

mangrove estuaries and shallow flats of Cape Sable 

Florida Bay, and the Inner Keys 
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Typical Features of the Everglades: 

Plate:1 - a cypress swamp, with its black muck, rampant water 

3 
plants, and treacherous underwater roots. 

Plate:2 - dwarf-cypress trees in leafless dry seasons. 

The trees also support clusters of wild-pine and 

4 
air plants related to pineapple. 

Plate:3 - sawgrass prairie breaks by some hardwood trees 
3 

or scattered hammocks. 

Plate:4 - sawgrass and buttonwood and Paradise Key (background) 
4 

(background). 

Plate:5 - shallowater area with water lilies and sawgrass in 

in the background . '' 

4 
Plate:6 - the view from the edge of a hammock-

Plate:7 - pine flatwood with saw palmetto on the floor sur-

. 4 face. 

4 
Plate:8 - a mangrove tree on a Florida Bay. 
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Florida is the southernmost of the Atlantic seaboard 

states of the United States. In the west of it is the Gulf 

of Mexico and in the east it is bounded by the Atlantic Ocean 

Most of the peninsula Florida is a low lying area, but hilly 

areas do occur in the Florida Panhandle. In the southernmost 

of Florida, there is a chain of coral and limestone islets 

2 
called the Florida Keys. 

An evergreen landscape and a subtropical climate which 

lacks of climatic extremes are the major factor that have 

2 
made Florida a great resort state-

Florida General Informations: ^ 

Area: 58,644 square miles (151,940 sq km) 
Population: 1980 census, 9,746,342. Increase (1970-1980), 43.5 
Climate: Long, warm summers; mild winters. 
Origin of Name: From Pasqua florida ("flowery easter"). 
Capital: Tallahasee. 
Largest City: Jacksonville. 
Number of Counties: 67. 
State Motto: "In God We Trust". 
State Song: Swanee River (Old folks at home). 
State Nickname: Sunshine state. 
State Biird: Mockingbird. 
State Flower: Orange Blossom. 
State Tree: Cabbage palmetto (sabal palmetto). 
State Flag: White ground with state seal in center and red 

bars extending from each corner toward center to 
rim of seal. 

o 
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Population 

Most of the Florida's people are descended from English 

and Scotch-Irish ancestors. The population is also more mixed 

ethnically, than any other Southern states. Many retired people 

move to Florida, and there are also large numbers of immi-

grants especially from the Carribeans. ^ 

2 
Growth of population since 1930-

Year Population 

1930 1,468,211 

1940 1,897,414 

1950 2,771,305 

1960 4,951,560 

1970 6,789,443 

1980 9,746,342 

2 
Largest Centers of population-

City or metropolitan area 1980 

Jacksonville 540,920 
metropolitan area 737,541 

Miami 346,865 
metropolitan area 1,625,781 

Tampa 271,523 
metropolitan area 1,569,134 

Fort Lauderdale 153,279 
metropolitan area 1,018,200 
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Tourism 

Tourism is the most widely publicized and flourishing 

industry in Florida. And with the development of communication 

and transportation, tourists from different part of the Uni

ted States and of the world come to Florida to enjoy the sun-

2 
shine and warm state. 

Tourism activities in Florida can be divided into 7 

districts or divisions. The Everglades National Park is loca

ted in the most intense district, which is district 7. (refer 

to figure 3) 

Typically, Florida visitors are young (at the age of 35 
o 

and under), family oriented, and travel by air. Figure 4 

shows the visitor trends by month in 1981 and 1982. The graphs 

indicate that air and auto visitors increase in the month of 

March, July, and December. The increases during these months 

can probably be in correlation with the weather conditions. 

Notice also the decrease in the number of visitors in Septem

ber which happens to be the rainest month in the year. 
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1982/1981 Visitors by Month 
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Fig:2. Five year overview of Florida visitors. 
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Visitors: Who are they? 

Visitors in this project can be divided into two main 

categories: 

1) Professionals and semi-professionals (zoologists or informed 

laymen). 

- this group of users do not need any further stimulation 

to have the concern for preservation. They are the people 

whose supports we need; the people who already have 

1 
strong iTiotivation about conservation. 

2) General public. 

- this consists of the vast majority of the visitors. They 

are the peoplewho may have some interest or no interest 

at all in conservation. They are the public who, if we 

can motivate, could affect the future course of our 

environment. 
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Reptiles. 

Reptiles are ectothermic or cold blooded. They are egg-

laying vertebrates of the class of the reptilia. Reptiles can 

be divided into 5 categories: crocodiles, turtles, lizards, 

2 
snakes, and tuatara (which survive only in New Zealand). 
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Generally most of living reptiles are small. This may 

be due to the difficulty of warming large body. This is 

also another reason why the large reptiles are only found in 

3 
tropical regions. 

Another important aspect about the reptiles's physiology 

is the temperature regulating system. Unlike mammal, reptiles 

do not maintain their body temperature at a steady rate. Their 

metabolism is slow and generates little heat. Reptiles depend 

on several methods to control their body temperature. For 

warmth, they actively depend on sun and their immediate sur

roundings. They are also very sensitive to heat, and have no 

cooling apparatus like the sweat glands of mammals. Reptiles 

regulate their body temperature by behavior; moving from sun 

to shade, panting, urinating over themselves (some lizards do), 

3 
and to some species by changes in skin color. 
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Selection of animals^ 

Selection of animals (reptiles) for this project is 

based on a comprehensive analysis of geographic regions. 

Among all the species, there are two categories of concern 

defined by the zoological Research Program. 

1) Endangered. A species, or subspecies or isolated 

population that is, or soon may be, in immediate 

danger of extinction unless the species or its habi-

4 
is fully protected and managed for its survival. 

2) Threatened. A species, or subspecies or isolated 

population that is very likely to become endangered 

in the near future unless the species or its habitat 
4 

is fully protected and managed for its survival. 
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List_ of the Reptiles. 

Name / Identification 
Crocodi 1 es_ ^ 
1) American crocodile 

-7 1/2' to 12' 
-long tapering snout 
-attacks when aroused 
or captured 

2) American Alligator^ 
-6' to 16 1/2* 
-summer or warm days-
basking 

Turtl_es_ 
3") Florida Snapping 

Turtle 
- 8 to 12" 
- rarely bask 
- omnivorous 

4) Stinkpot 
- 3 1/4" to 4" 
- leisurely patrolling the 

bottom of water in search 
of food 

Habitat 

- confined to Florida Bay 
- rarely leaves fresh water 
- eggs buried in sand or marl 
- prefer quietwater 

- wet land, edges of lake or pond 
eggs buried in a mound nest 

made of dried leaves. 

m any pe 
water . 

rrnaherit Body oF f r e s h -

often in shallow, clear water 
lakes, ponds, or rivers. 

5) Florida Mud Turtle 
- 3 to 4" 
- more aguatic 

6) Striped Mud Turtle 
- 3 to 4" 
- often prowls on land 

7) Gulf Coast Box Turtle 
- 4 1/2 to 6" 

8) Florida Box Turtle 
- 5 to 6 1/2" 

9) Ornate Diamondback 
Terrapin 
- may wandwr offshore, 

in tall stiff grasses 

10) Mangrove Terrapin 
- female 6 to 9" 
- male 4 to 5 1/2 

* - Endangered 

0 

- Marshes, sloughs 

- sloughs, ponds, or wet meadows 

- coastal marshes and palmetto 
pine forests. 

- palmetto pine forests. 

in salt, brackish coastal 
streams and passes. 

0 -

- chiefly among mangroves 

Threatened 
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11) Florida Cooter 
- 9 to 13" 
- frequently basking 

12) Florida Red-bellied 
Turtle 
- 8 to 12" 

13) Gorpher Tortoise 
- 6 to 9 1/2" 
- an accomplihed burrower 

14) Atlantic Leatherback 
- 54 to 70" 
- aquatic 
- food - chiefly on 

jelly fish-

15) Gulf Coast Spiny 
Softshell 
- female 7 to 17 7/8' 
- male 5 to 8" 

0 

permanent bodies of water 
lakes, ponds, or swamps. 

- streams, ponds, lakes 

- gorper * s burrow 
- it's tunnel slope downward 

from the surface and then 
level off underground. 

- nesting on the beach coast 

- rivers or ponds 

16) Florida Softshell 
- female 8 to 19 5/8' 
- male 6 to 11 1/2" 
- lake dweller 

Lizards 
17) Indo-Pacific Gecko 

- 4 to 5 1/4" 
nocturnal 

lakes, ponds 

- among debris on vacant land 

18) Yellow Headed Gecko 
- 2 1/2 to 3 1/2" 
- largely diurnal 

19) Green Anole 
- 5 to 8" 
climb high into trees, 
chasing one another 

20) Brown Anole 
- 5 to 8 3/8" 

- among debris on vacant land 

21) Florida Scrub Lizard 
- 3 to 5" 

0 

- on fences, on shrubs and vines 

on sandy area, with shrubs 
and vines 

sandpine scrub, long-leaf 
pine-turkey oak woodlands 
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22) Southern Five-lined 
Skink 
- 5 1/2 to 8 1/2" 
- climbs well 

- thrives,many seashore islands 

23) Ground Skink 
- 3 to 5 1/2" 
- food - insects 
- seldom climbs 

wood1and f1oor 
searching for insects among 
- leaves and decaying wood. 

24) Peninsula Mole Skink 
- 3 1/2 to 6 3/16" 
- burrows in loose, dry 

sand 
- frequently basks 

area of sandy, well drained 
soil that supports sandhill 
scrub and dry hammock vege
tation. 

25; Eastern Glass Lizard 
- 18 to 42 5/8" 

- wet meadows and grasslands 

26) Island Glass Lizard 
- 15 to 24" 

- wet meadows and grasslands 

Snakes 
27) Florida Green water 

- 30 to 55" 
- swamps, marshes 
- quiet bodies of water 

28) Brown Water Snake 
- 30 to 60" 
- not venemous 
- largely diurnal 
- an accomplished swimmer and climber 

- swamps and rivers 
- chiefly of clear quiet waters 

29) Florida Water Snake 
- 24 to 42" 

- swamps and marshes 

30) Mangrove water Snake - a serpent of salt and brackish 
- 15 to 30" water 
- occasionally enters freshwater. 

31) Striped Swamp Snake 
- 13 to 20" 
- food - crayfish, dwarf 

- dense vegetation in shallowater 
- sometimes found in masses of 
water hyacinths 

32) Black Swamp Snake 
- 10 to 15" 
- food - leeches, small 

fish, worms, tadpoles, 
dwarfsirens, and other small 
salamanders. 

- often hide under boards and 
water debris at water's edge. 



33) Florida Brown Snake 
- 9 to 13" 

34) Peninsula Ribbon Snake 
- 18 to 25" 
semi-aquatic 

0 

0 

0 

- resident of bogs and marshes, 
and of river-bottom swamps. 

- often hides among water hya
cinths . 

- swamps and marshes 

- often basks on vegetation 
overhanging water, and dropping 
in at the slightest alarm. 

35) Southern Ring-neck Snake 
- 10 to 14" 
- not aquatic 
- prowling chiefly at night 

(nocturnal) 

- in flat, poorly drained pine-
woods . 

36) Pinewoods Snake 
- 10 to 13" 

- a snake of damp woodlands, 
- chiefly pine flatwoods 

37) Mud Snake - a snake of southern swamps 
- 40 to 54" or lowlands 
- an accomplished burrower, 
but also stays at home in water 

38) Rainbow Snake 
- 36 to 48" 
- principal food - eels 

39) Eastern Coachwhip 
- 42 to 60" 

cypress swamp is its favourite 
habitat 

habitats ranging from dry, 
sandy flatwoods to swamps and 
creek valleys. 

40) Rough Green Snake - in dense growth of vegetation 
- 22 to 32" overhanging a stream or a 
- excellent climber lake border. 
- food - crickets, grasshoppers, 

butterflies and spiders. 

41) Eastern Indigo Snake 
- 60 to 84" 
- food - small mammals, 

frogs, and snakes. 

42) Corn snake 
- 30 to 48" 
- climbs well 

43) Yellow Rat Snake 
- 42 to 72" 

- near water or m thickets of 
dense natural vegetation, 

birds. 

- pine flatwoods 

- on cypress and other trees 
of the swamps. 
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44) Florida Pine Snake - dry or sandy areas, in stands 
- 48 to 66" of oak or pine.. 
- an accomplished burrower 

45) Florida Kingsnake 
- 36 to 48" 
- largely nocturnal in 
hot weather. 

- swim 

swamps or streamlike banks 

46) Scarlet Kingsnake 
- 14 to 20" 
- nocturnal 

- commonly found in or near 
woodland habitat. 

47) Scarlet Snake 
- 14 to 20" 
- burrower 

-sandy open areas 

48) Short Tailed Snake 
- 14 to 20" 
- burrower 

- in high pine woods 

49) Florida Crowned Snake 
- 7 to 9" 

- sandhills, moist hammocks 

50) Coastal Dunes Crowned 
- 7 to 8 1/2" 

isolated coastal dunes and 
scrub areas 

51) Rim Rock Crowned Snake 
- 7 to 9" 

confined to the rim rock area 

52) Eastern Coral Snake 
- 20 to 30" 
- usually secretive 

53) Southern Copperwood 
- 24 to 36" 

0 

sometimes hiding under leaves 
or debris, in logs, and in 
palmetto stumps. 

lowlands and low ground near 
swamps. 

53) Florida Cottonmouth 
- 30 to 48" 
- suns itself on branches, logs 
or stone. 

- lowlands and also a denizen 

54) Dusky Pigmy Rattlesnake 
- 15 to 22" 

in flatwoods and in prairie 
portions of the Everglades. 

55) Eastern Diamondback 
- 33 to 72" 

in palmetto flatwoods and dry 
pinelands. 
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Visitors .PercePtiQns_of Zoo Environment. 

Studying the visitor perceptions of zoo environments 

is a very significant method of establishing a successful 

interpretive zoo. The office of Museum Evaluation Studies at 

the Smithsonian Institution had conducted a study ' a natu

ralistic evaluation ' as a method to help understand the 

impact of their programmes and exhibits on the public, and 

also to explore the visitor perceptions at the National Zoo

logical Park. The research was conducted by interviewing and 

observing the visitors, and the research focused on four key 

issues that play very important aspects in zoological prog

rams. Most important of all, these four issues will help the 
^ The four 

establishment of a real interpretive zoo design. The four 

key issues are: 

1) Reasons for visit. 

2) Cognitive an affective impact of visit. 

3) What and how people learn. 

4) What people wish learn. 
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) Reasons for visit. 

- family tradition , some come on annual basis. 

- on the consensus that 'children love animals' and that 

a zoo trip is a treat for them. 

- many expect to be entertained. 

- many attend a zoo on 'any nice day'. 

- many beleive that a zoo is a nice environment for a 

family outing or picnic. 

- they want animals to perform. 

- aware of the improvements and new buildings. 

- a recent remodelling and new areas induced many visitors 

to return. 

- student groups come for a tour, to complete assignments 

based on their observations. 

- many just want to see the animals. 

2) Cognitive and affective impact of visit. 

- some people visited the zoo not specifically 'to be edu

cated or to learn', but once in the environment these 

are unavoidable. 

- visitors want and expect to see exotic specimens in what 

they judge to be satisfactory settings. 

- cleanliness of exhibits and animals also affect visitor 

perceptions of zoo. 

- many express the idea of improving animal care. 

- strong argument on measures should be taken to warn 

people not to feed the animals. 
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3) What and how people learn 

- view the animals at close range. 

- many parents use the zoo for direct educational purposes, 

for example teaching their children to identify animals 

and to learn vocabulary from animals movements. 

- students complete assignments based on their observations 

4) What people wish to learn. 

- desire human interaction. 

- desire up-to-date information placed near animals' en

closures about: 

1) unique behaviors to observe. 

2) pregnancy and birth. 

3) current research relevant to ttj. specimen or species 

exhibited. 

they also agree that the format of the labels should not 

intrude the naturalness of the park. 

- visitors prefer different kinds of information on labels 

with less emphasis on teclinical terms. 

- request access for widerange of printed materials to 

s upp1ement labels. 
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People come to visit the zoo with various expectations 

and perceptions. To really educate them, we must determine 

their activities and their actions very throughly. According 

to R. L. Blakely in his article " Formulating an Exhibit Phi-
7 

losophy ", we must ask three basic questions: 

1) Who we are trying to reach and why? 

2) How do we reach and why? 

3) What do we tell them and why? 

Who we are trying to reach and why? 

The main type of people we are trying to reach is the 

majority of the visitors who have little or no interest at 

all in nature or conservation. Once they visit the zoo, this 

is the chance to develop their attitudes and their understand

ings of the importance of conservation. 

How do we reach them and why? 

Once we acknowledge who the users are, ^nd we realize 

that they are the general public who share interest and enthu

siasm about conservation to only a limited degree, we must 

therefore introduce certain aspects of design that will induce 

more of their attentions. The folio vine,' -are some points 

suggested by Blakely-

1) Presenting something that interest the visitor will 

cause some response. For example, the public have a lot 
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of interest in the behavior of the animal; therefore, 

we must not present the animal as a scientific curiosity 

but rather as fellow creature with kindred motives. 

2) The conditions of exhibits animals, the exhibit; 

buildings and grounds, and the attitudes of the person

nels who come to contact with the visitor - all must 

be presented wisely. 

3) Artwork and poetry should have a part in many graphics 

that are used. Blakely also pointed out that 'art imi

tates nature' and that it is arrogant to assume that 

as scientists, we have only valid view of the wild. 

4) The use of humor in many graphics. 
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What Do We Tell Them and Why? 

According to Blakely, as conservationists, our major 

concerns are: 

1) The loss of wilderness is caused primarily by the 

increasing of human population crowding out the wild. 

2) Gradual accumulation of active pollutants. 

Blakely stressed that these are the negative points. 

They must be presented, but there must also be sufficient 

emphasis on on the beauty of nature and the fascination of 

wild creatures to overcome the gloomy aspects of the total 

picture. Focusing on labeling, he suggested that common names, 

range, and habitat appear on most labels. Familiar terms can 

also easily help visitors understand the imformation. 
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Animal Activities: Daily and Annual. 
8 

Daily Activities 

Sleeping 

Resting / hiding 

Bathing 

Feeding 

Nursing 

Basking 

Excreting 

Explanation 

- physiological state of rest 

- temporary state of rest that 

requi res privacy 

- natural behavior for cleanliness 

or for temperature control 

- in captivity eating will be 

scheduled / drinking at will 

- feeding and caring for the 

offspring 

- a method of coixtrolling body 

temperature for the reptiles 

- the act of excreting undigested 

food or metabolic wastes. 

Annual Activities 

Hibernating 

Migrating 

Food gathering 

Mating / birthing 

Exp1anation 

- passing the winter in a dormant 

state 

- seasonal travel from one place 

to another, it may due to cli

matic conditions 

- storing the food for winter 

months or for feeding the off

spring 

- an activity that requires privacy 

In captivity birthing activity 

requires close observation 
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9 
Factors Influencing Reptiles in Captivity. 

TEMPERATURE HUMIDITY ARIDITY SANITATION 

ALTITUDE CHANGE EXCESSIVE MOISTURE FEEDING PRACTISES 

ULTRA_VIOLET LIGHT EXPOSURE TO LIGHT 

Temperature. 

- Unlike other species, reptiles activity and responsi-

tivity depend on temperature of the surrounding. 

- Each reptile has its own range of optimum temperature. 

- Inappropriate temperature will cause the species to 

be inactive and gradually die. 

Humidity. 

- Avoid high humidity. 

- Keep the animals on atmospheric humidity. 

- Increase dampness, especially of the soil substratum. 

Eliminate, by any means, in the habitat of the 

accomplished burrowers. 

Aridity. 

- Reptiles have difficulty in sloughing the skin if kept 

dry, especially for the rain forest species. 

- One of the best methods of improving this condition is 
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by spraying water on the floor, when the atmosphere 

in the enclosure is dry. 

Sanitation. 

- Excreting must be taken care daily, as the enclosure 

is a limited space. 

- Water should be disinfected at certain period of time 

and should be cleaned to avoid such factors as acidity. 

Altitude Change. 

- No effect on the changes from high to low altitude. 

- Species at sea level cannot adjust to higher altitude 

zoo. 

Excessive Moisture. 

- extremely deleterious for most reptiles. 

- Regardless of how moist the environment of particular 

species may be in nature, it does not mean that it 

can tolerate high humidity in captivity. 

Feeding Practises. 

- Some reptiles are not used / do not prefer the feeding 

practises in the zoo. 

- Some expect certain time of the day to be fed. Cro

codiles for example, will not evev eat for the pericd 

of two weeks, when they are in hibernation. 

- Proper types of food should also be served. 
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UItra-violet Light. 

- Some require but some don't. 

- Lizards (Iguaidae and Agamidae) certainly require 

ultra-violet light. 

- experiments show that snakes do not require ultra

violet light for natural growth and survival. 

- snakes bask only for heat. 

Exposure __to._light. 

-Some reptiles bask in natural light to get heat. 

- Exposure to light; however, must be controlled be

cause most of the reptiles cannot be exposed to light 

for a long time. Retreat spaces; therefore, must be 

provided. 
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REPTJLES : THERMAL REQUIREMENTS, 

Reptiles have a very complicated way of surviving and 

adapting to their surroundings. Reptiles are ecotherm; their 

whole mode of life depends on environments/and the supply of 

heat to a reptile in captivity is of the utmost importance."' 

Peaker's study also shows that : 

- reptiles in the wild can control their body temperature 

and confine it^when active^ to narrow zone®, provided 

that climatic conditions are suitable. 

- reptiles should be kept in thermal conditioriSwhere 

they can adjust and attain their Preferred body tem

perature for at least some part of the day so that 

physiological processes are at their optimum. But 

some laboratory studies also suggested that keeping 

the animals at temperatures similar to those experienced 

in the wild and not at the preferred level perhaps 

would be more beneficial 

- experiments show that constant exposure to 'the opti

mum temperature' is harmful and that periods of relief 

are necessary 

- temperature must be allowed to decrease daring the 

periods of inactivity 

In conclusion to the factcrs ibove, reptiles in cap

tivity must be allowed to have <a wide range of thermal con

ditions in their enclosures. One possibility is to provide 
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retreat areas that will allow the reptiles to retreat when 

they end their periods of exposure to the 'optimum temperature' 

Another very important aspect is to determine the ther

mal requirements for each individual species. And it is also 

important to note not to house together animals with different 

thermal requirements. 
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DAY LENGTH STUDY. 

Reptiles in captivity also need to be exposed to the 

daylength periods similar to their natural habitats. Day 

length is in fact another important factor that will ensure 

proper reproductive maturation, periods of inactivity and 

hibernation. 

D A. V L-ElSrCSTI-I 

ENSURES 

I 
REPRODUCTIVE MATURATION 

1 
PERIODS OF INACTIVITY 

HIBERNATION 

Therefore, it is very important to make sure that reptiles 

which are located indoors get the proper exposure to day 

length pericxl. Reptiles which are located outdoors may not 

face this problem. 
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LIGHT AND HEAT STUDY^ 

WARM 

I _ I C 3 H : T r A.I>JD HJEA^TT 

I 
DIURNAL 

INFLUENCE ACTIVITY 
1 

NOCTURNAL 

LIGHT COOL DARK 

External factors of heat and light can be incorporated, 

but be careful about unnatural rythm changes and unnatural 

activity cycles. 
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10 
POTENTIAL STRESSORS FOR CAGED ANIMALS. 

' ) Restricted movement 

2) Lack of concealment 

3) unfamiliar fcxxi 

4) Interrupted circadian rythms 

5) Abnormal social situations 

6) Sudden environmental changes 

7) Crowding 

8) Sterile environment (the well-known naked cages) 

Abnormal social situations. 

- male and female unable to disperse after breeding 

season. 

- young unable to disperse after maturity. 

Sudden environmental changes. 

- nearby unusual activity. 

- noises. 

- switching cages. 

- transportation to other zoos. 

- introduction of new cagemates and loss of accustomed 

cagemates. 
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Injury. 

Injury is a very serious problem that occur in most of 

the zoological gardens. Most of the injuries are as the result 

of stress of being captive. Injuries that occur may be acci-
11 

dental, self-inflicted, or inflicted by cagemates. 

Accidental 

- unfunctional zoo design. 

- animals exposed to inappropriate biological and phy

siological needs 

Self-inflicted 

- stresses 

Inflicted by cagemates 

- stresses 

- mistake in classification 

for example, mixing of different races 
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Restraint Techniques. 

Animals in captivity require transporting, medicating, 

and handling which require special husbandry practises. They 

must be transported, housed, and fed. And if they become ill 

1 ?. 
they must be examined and treated. 

A person who undertakes to restrict an animal's activity 

is actually dealing with a big responsibility. Each restraint 

incident will have some impact on the behavior of the ani-

mal. 

Selecting Restraint Techniques: 

1) Will it be safe for the pernor" who will handle the 

animal? 

2) Does it provide maximum safety for the animal? 

3) Can constant observation and attention be given or 

must we wait until the animal recovers from the chem-

12 
mical or physical effects. 

For the safety of human beings and the animals, proper 

facilities arc desirable. Such methcxis as the squeeze cages or 

restraint areas mut be provided to allow for the proper man

agement of the exhibits and the animals. Physical and chemical 

applications of restraint technique; on the other hand, c^r.z 

usually based on the skill of the handler. 

The following are the restraint techniques suggested by 

1 2 
Fowler (plate 9-27): 
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Restraint Techniques for crocodilians, 

Plate:9 - manual restraint by the experienced. 

Plate:10 - taping the mouth once the alligator is in hand. 

Plate:11 - pulling large alligator from the pool. 

Plate:12 - portable squeeze cage for capturing and transporting 

a crocodilian. 
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Plate:9 

Plate:11 

Plate:10 

1 ^ — J»» £ .•.-^-7' 

>«.^ 

^fS"-
toi • • , ' • • * •••• •' 

^̂ ..-•.-. ."'. 

^-.r'^^• r*>2' 
t-v.-: 

Plate:12 
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Plate: 13 - holding a £;mall tor toise . 
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Plate:14 - holding a large snapping turtle 

?4'"-. 

'i.rScTi 
«5>, 

r-;̂ ;! 

piv 

-^^f^-a^^jjE^LMj 

Plate:15.A and B. 

A - holding small snapping turtle by tail. 
B - head of the turtle cannot be allowed to approach th»e leg 
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.̂ ŝ̂ ^ .N 
-a».» ''*»5*«<(^'\' 

•̂  h. 

Plare:15 - chameleon can be handled wi'.j minimal restrair.t 

Plate: 16 - manuaJ-ly restrai.nt of smai. 1 lizards. 

Plate:17 - proper .nc-a 
\ a n a f : r ; j rr.eaium-s izt ia I i o a r a 
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Han_d_l_in_g of_ non-venomous snakes 

r'-tiiiii'<iai(irM 

P_late.i.lS -_ .P.rop_e_r_ s U P P O r t of nied i am - s i zed .snake_ 

i>^.yi.'s>w,',*^.r?^-'.l,7!^':-'Z"ri<g' y"^!^ w^^""^.;, ̂ Y^ £r^^-

Plate:19 - easily manuailed of small non-venomous snake 

Plate:20 

Plate: 2 

Plate:22 

Plate:23 

pilston snake tong and hooks. 

• using hook to remove snake from cage, 

supporting large snake by coiling around the arm 

the used of strap snake hook. 
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Plate: 21) 

mz^s^^sss. 
iiwdihMlgrfirifirfnNkM 

b •'- • ̂ _-"-;-'̂ ^"^" •?» r " " " ^ '•'•'^ir"-i I I I . . . .• 
"̂  fv^ 

^n^il 

• ' i a ' c e : 2 I 

Plate:22 and 23 
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Handling of venomous snakes 

Plate: 24 A - Guiding snake into plastic -cube with a hicoJ--.. 
B pr-eparing co grasp snake and ,̂ube at r'ns :-̂am.e t LH. 

Plate: 25 - tube can be ctt any position on̂ 'e the .sriai-.*̂  13 -ir-̂ kST'̂ d 
Plate:26 - experienced Keeper handling a cotra 
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Plate:Z7 A - pinning a snake. 
B and C - alternat:e ways of holding a venomous s:\a>.e 
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Gr.eat Ape Houses, and^GRottos at Omaha Zoo.. 

The facilites feature open enclosures rather than barred 

cages. Large enclosures are used to allow the animals to move 

freely and yet the animals can be seen at close range. The 

facilities are also designed to blend into the natural back

ground wherever possible. 

These ape facilities house nine animal: two female and 

two male Lowland gorillas and one male and four female orang

utans . 

Functional systerns: 

1) Hot water heating and evaporation-type colling systems. 

2) An 'air washer' cools, humidifies, and cleanses the air by 

spraying water through it. The conditioned air than forced 

by fans into the display area. 

Advantages of the process: 1) Odor is reduced. 

2) Dust is lessened. 

3) Humidity and temperature are 

controlled. 

The system maintains relative humidity at 40 to 80% and 

temperature from 23.9 to 26.7'C. 

3) Ultra-violet lighting fixtures are provided to support the 

supply of the necessary radiation if the animals are getting 

insufficient sunlight. 

4) Floors are covered by 'Denotex', a highly resilient floor 

covering material which long-wearing, skid proof, and easy 

on the animals' hands and feet. 
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2 
Hippopotamus,, Tapir and Manatee House at the Amsterdam Zoo. 

At the present time, the facility accomodates one male 

and two female hippopotamus and their offspring, one male and 

and two female Pigmy hippopotamus, a pair of American tapirs, 

a pair of Malayan tapirs and a single male manatee. 

The structure of the building consists of four massive 

and twelve lighter legs supporting a concrete ' table top '. 

The ' table top ' has a square glass covered aperture in the 

center which allows the daylight to penetrate into the exhibit 

enclosures beneath. 

On the top of the ' table top ', the zoology laboratory 

of the University of Amsterdam is located, and on top of the 

roof, are the animal cages for the Department of Behavior of 

the university.( refer to fig. 3) 

The cellar contains the oil fired central heating equip

ment, water boilers and electricity switchboards and so on. 

The temperature is regulated thermostatically at 65 - eS^F, 

and the water in the manatee pool is maintained at 72°F. For 

some other pools, temperature is only adjusted by hand. 

Ventilation is provided throughout the building, and 

air ( warmed in winter ) is brought in at two places and e.x-

pelled at four separate points. 

The enclosures are not caged, but tihe public are kep^ 

at a distance by means of railing. 
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Fig:3 Ground plan (PJO) and cross-section (above) of new 
hippopotamus, tapir and manatee house at Amsterdam Zoo. 
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Plate 23: (Above) The new buiio^x.^ (Below) The 
enclosures for the tapirs and the Pigmy hippopotamus 
Landscaping; however, is designed only as a backdrop 
for the exhibits, while the animals are kept in 
barren concrete enclosures. 
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3 
New_ Building at Chester Zoo. 

Special construction was proposed for otters exhibit 

at Chester Zoo, England, as a result of the popularity of the 

animals. The overall area for the exhibit is 24.4 " 6.6 m, 

and walks are provided which transcend down the center of the 

building. 

The otters are provided with a large enclosure contain

ing slides and pond. Two large glass-fronted tanks, each 

measured 4.9 x 2.5 x 1.2 m. 
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Children's Zoo_at Houston_Zoological Gardens. 

This children's zoo occupies approximately 1 hectare 

at the south end of the Houston zoological gardens. This par

ticular zoo, consists of enclosures containing various animal 

specimens. However, the exhibits are divided geographically. 

The Asean exhibits, for example, are grouped together in one 

large surrounding which pertains to the original setting. 

This unique arrangement is to heighten the realism of the e:-:-

hibits, and at the same time giving the animals a more mean

ingful atmosphere. 

Another important feature is that the children are given 

the trr • to touch what they can see. However this can only 

be done in some contact areas, and also must be under close 

supervision. Each contact area is enclosed by a 1.5m high 

wooden fence, with one way entrance and exit gates. Heavyland-

landscaping extends around the outside of the fence, hiding 

the enclosure from view. 

The aquatunnel is the most unique feature of the facility 

Upon entering the facility from nhe main zoo, the visitors 

will see the aquatunnel. The aquatunnel is a two units aquatic 

display for underwater viewing of fishes and mammals. The 

purpose of the aquatunnel is to create the sense of being with 

the animals in an aquatic environment. To have the underwater 

views, the visitors have to step down 12 steps below the groud 

level. The visitors then enter a 2.5m high. 4.6m long tunnel 

of 2.5m thick plexiglass. The plexiglas extends beneath a pool 
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of water 3m deep. Here visitors can look to either side and 

above to view the fishes and turtles. 

The oval shaped pool (10.7m long and 5.5m wide) is opened 

at the top and lighted below by four 300-watt floodlights, 

placed in the concrete base of the tunnel, and the water line 

is 45.7cm above the submerged plexiglass tunnel. 

The second unit of the aquatunnel, features the harbour 

seal . 

Both displays are provided with clean recirculating 

water through an underground room near the aquatunnel entrance. 

The room contains pumps, pressure sand filters, ultra-violet 

water sterilizers and an air compressor. 

In the aquatic displays, 40 tons of Featherock are 

arranged to create a four meter high landscaped knoll. The 

water from the aquarium display is pumped to the top of the 

knoll through a 6.4cm plastic pipe, then the water is separated 

into several streams and cascade down over the rockwork back 

to the aquarium. 

In this particular zoo, the newborn animals are separaed 

from their mothers. They are bottled or put in small separate 

tanks or in incubators to allow easy maintenance and treatment. 

Children are also allowed to visit the baby animals being fed 

and taken care off. 

All cages are constructed of cement plaster, and fitted 

with grey tinted glass, which functions to prevent glare from 

public lobby lights. The cages also vary in floor dimensions 

from 1.5 < 1.4m to 2.5 « 2.7m. 
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In most other zoo facilities, the activity of feeding 

the animals is totally screened off from the public views. 

Here the public are given the opportunity to observe the ani

mal handlers take care of the animals. The central animal care 

room is located in a way that it faces the public lobby. A 

glass front separates animal handlers from the public, but 

questions can be raised through a two-way speaker system. 

A recessed floor in front of the room creates a two-level 

viewing lobby that lets visitors at the rear as well as those 

near the display to have good views of the feeding demonstra

tion. 

The area behind the nursery building specified for food 

preparation and veterinary services, including infirmary, 

a veterinary clinic, an office, and storage room. Behind the 

display cages, is a kitchen area which contains equipments 

taht include an electric range and oven, a refrigerator, a 

freezer, cabinets and a Formica-topped work table. An animal 

treatment room which measures 3.5 « 6.1m is located behind 

the kitchen area. The treatment room is furnished with walls 

and floor of ceramic tiles to allow easy maintenance. 
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Figure 3 Aquatunnel at Children's Zoo, Houston Zoological ParL 
1. Mechanical room 
2. Entrance staircases 
3. Pool 
4. Plexiglas tunnel 

5. Exit staircases 
6. Plexiglas viewing windows 
7. Harbour seal pool 
8. Landscaped areas 

9. Upper level viewir-.: 
10. Ground level viewing 
M. Featherock knoU 
12. Resting pedestals 
13. Staircases to upper levels 
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Aquarium and.Reptile Building at Milwaukee Zoo. 

The building features a large central tank with 16 ex

tensive windows. Thetank is known as Wisconsin Lake and serves 

to accomodate various Wisconsin fishes. The tank holds65.000 

gallons of water. Underwater lighting is installed at the top 

and on the second floor from where the tank is serviced. 

There is also a turtle tank with granite stonework and 

proper vegetation , and there are 18 reptile exhibits that 

average 1.2 by 1.5m in size. Three large areas for the giant 

serpents of the world are also provided. 

In one corner, aui area has also been set aside for a 

group collection of lizards. This area is provided with pool 

and waterfall, and carefu By studied plantings and lighting . 
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BreedingL_the_ American_Al liaator _at the Tulsa Zoological Park . 

Recent development at the Tulsa Zoological Park has 

been to reconstruct the crocodiles and the turtles enclosures. 

The construction is primarily made to encourage the animals 

to breed. 

The alligator exhibits measures 6.6 * 15.14m, with the 

pool measuring 3.65 « 15.14 * 0.6m deep. An open passageway 

from the pool to a nesting area measures 0.91 « 3.0 >« 1.2m 

high, and the nesting area measures 8.4 * 3.3m. 

The alligators are kept m the exhibit all year round. 

and allow to go period of hibernation during the cold months 

In the enclosure the hibernation den measures 3.65 " 1 . 5 « 1 . 2m 

high with a 3.Om long 45° angle ramp. The den is covered with 

1,5 X 1.82m of top soil, and a perforated rubbermat is placed on 

the floor of the den to keep the alligators off the concrete. 

The temperature is maintained at 8"*C by a small blow 

heater, and the pool is kept full with continously flowing 

fresh water. 
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-A New_ CaptJLve_ Propagation^Center for the Reptile Breeding 

7 
Fourvdat, i on _._ 

This facility was completed m February 1976. It is a 

457 m^ concrete block structure built at a cost of $ 230,000 

and is located on 3.55 ha of land near Picton, Ontario. 

The building was consructed mainly for the purposes of 

laboratory studies such as breeding and rearing rare and en

dangered species. Public; however, are allowed to visit only 

by appointment and guided tour. 

The building is divided into three main sections:-

1) First section 

- office, library, and lounge and includes washroom., 

showers, and a workshop / utilities room. 

2) Central section 

- consists of three rooms - the adult snake room and 

nursery. 

- this section houses the main reptile collection, 

a laboratory, kitchen and food preparation area, 

clean-up room, and a storage / equipment room. 

3) Third section 

- systematically separated from the rest of the 

building. 

- this section houses the rodent colony, and contains 

three isolation rooms and a large storage room. 

Climate was the most critical problem that needed to be 

decided before the construction began. High humidity regui-ed 

was found to be a damaging factor for the building. Therefore. 
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was found to be a damaging factor to the building perfomance. 

Therefore, great care was taken in selection of vapor barriers 

insulation, materials, and the type of construction which will 

allow high temperatures and humidity within the building with

out harming the building structure. Cavity wall construction 

was choosen. The vapor barrier, a trovelled-on type,also 

served as the adhesive for the fiberglass cavity wall insula

tion. 

Heating and air conditioning for each animal enclosure 

as well as for each section of the building is provided by 

electrical roof-top units. Electrical units are considered 

cleaner, easier to maintain, and conserve less space. The 

desirable temperatures are pre-set and the heaters or air con

ditioning will automatically function as required. Humidi

fiers are incorporated into the main air circulation units 

and 'humidistats' are located in each area to allow the desir

able humidity to be pre-set. 

Lighting is provided by Vita-lite flourescent tubes in 

series. Vita-lite is used to provide the animals with natural 

diurnal cycles. 

All floor drains and ventilation ducts are provided with 

a fine mesh copper screen to prevent the animals from escaping 

Maintenance is another important consideration in the 

design. Therefore, all rooms are fitted with with stainless 

steel sinks, floor drains and hoses. All floors in the work 

areas are concrete treated with an epoxy-aggregate seamless 
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coating with an integral covered base. Making the general 

cleaning easy, the interior v/alls are concrete block covered 

with a spraying-on plastic wall coating. 

There are also plans for construction of outdoor enclo

sures for use in the summer months for turtles and tortoises. 

The facility was also design with the thought of future expan

sion, to allow for additional spaces. 
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The._Modernization __of_ the.._AquaxjLVim_ at_ Ber_l_in _Zoo. 

This is a newly renovated and modernized aquarium at 

the West Berlin Zoological Gardens, which was opened to the 

public in August 1983. The architects commisioned to design 

the aquarium and the building were Schaefers and Loffler, 

and the design was primarily based on three important require

ments : -

1) All the enclosures must be designed so that species 

could be shown in surroundings which will reflect 

their natural environments. 

2) Large area of space must be set aside for quarantine 

units, tanks for the breeding and rearing of the animals both 

for food and for display. Area must also be provided 

for the cultivation of plants. 

3) All the outdated technical equipments must be replaced 

with more efficient systems, and the staff must also 

be given safer and convinient working conditions. 

As shown in fig.12, the eastern side is the new extension 

which contains large tanks. The main building contains smaller 

fish tanks on the ground floor, crocodile hall and terrarium 

on the first floor and the insect and the amphibian sections 

on the second floor. 

Handicapped facilities are also provided. Ramps are 

located at the entrance within the zoo, and an elevator is 

located between the eastern extension and the main building. 

The elevator will take the visitors from the ground to the 
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Fig: 13 Cross section through aquarium. 
1. steel girder; 2. glass roof; 3.roof balcony; 
4 lighting rail; 5. majolica animal motifs; 6. service 
passage; 7 and 8. terraria; 9. planted areas; 10. bridge 
over crocodile enclosure; 11. fresh air ducts; 12. used 
air ducts; 13. heated resting areas; 14. heated e-̂ c-
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laying area; 15. reptile motifs on outer wall; 
16. filters; 17. large aquaria; 18. small aquaria; 
19. public street; 20. water distributer; 21. warm-
water boiler; 22. reserve water tank for crocodile 
hail; 23. storage area. 
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first floor and will descend to the basement for the used of 

staff. The basement is the main storage area for the equipments 

needed for maintaining the exhibits. 

The new eastern extension has seven large thematic dis

plays which was designed to contrast traditional layout. On 

the ground floor there are five large landscaped tanks which 

measure 6.5 or 5.5 * 2.3m. All of the tanks feature tropical 

environment, and all are grouped together in a semi-circle 

around the public area. Labelled pictures are also placed on 

small panels which are attached to the pillars between the 

display tanks. The ceiling of the visitors hall is solid; 

however, the five tanks are roofed with thermopane glass to 

allow for maximum daylight. 

Each exhibit is made up of three individual panes of 

laminated glass of 76mm thick( four 19mm sheets ), and water 

is filled to about half its height ( 20-22m' ). Soil to a 

depth of 150-220cm surrounds the back amd the sides of each 

enclosure, slightly above the water's edge. Trees appropriate 

to the geographic theme of the exhibits are planted on the 

soil surface. 

The sixth exhibit contains large sea turtle with a water 

volume of 40m^. It contains four Caretta-caretta, one Chelonia 

Mydas and two Eretmochelys imbricata. Located close to the 

entrane/exit of the circular exhibit, is another large tank 

contains 50m^ of water. It is an irregular octagon with sides 

of 2.7m and 3.6m, and it the first tiank of its size in Germany 
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Plate 29 A general view of the exhibits in the new eastern 
extension. 
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Plate 30 One of the touch tank which allowsthe visitors to 
have an underwater view of the crocodiles. 

Plate 31 Part of the service passage. The roof is of glass to 
allow for natural lighting to come in, and plumbing 
system runs along the back wall. 
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to be glazed with bevel cut glass ( with silicon seal ). This 

means that the panes need to be secured only at the top and 

at the bottom. 

Overall heating is supplied by pumping warm water through 

plastic radiators which are connected to copper pipelines. 

The pipes which are located over the tanks are made of V4A 

steel. Temperature is controlled by the central system which 

is located in the basement. 

Natural lighting enters each tank through the glass roof. 

and additional lighting is provided by three 400 Watt mercury 

lamps over the freshwater tanks and by five 400 Watt mercury 

lamps over the seawater tanks. 

Water supply is provided through reserve tanks in the 

basement. Each display tank has its own reserve tank, and 

each is individually supplied by a four chambered graded filter. 

A service passage runs behind and above the five tropi

cal tanks. The arena tank; however, is only accessible from 

the basement by climbing a staircase to the top of the tank. 

Off-exhibit quarantine and breeding unit is located behind 

the sea turtle tank. Above the quarantine unit on the first 

floor, there are three staff flat. Two greenhouses for culti

vation of plants for use in the aquarium and terrarium are 

located above the public hallway. 
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In the main building, most of the spaces on the ground 

floor is taken U P by the public area. (1 in fig: * ) Display 

tanks are arranged on the outer wall of public hal and around 

the central block is divided into two parts. 

Lighting is mainly provided by the amounts of daylight 

that penetrate through the glass roof. Artificial light is 

supplied by either removable waterproof flourescent lamps or 

rail-mounted sliding mercury lamps depending on the size of 

the tanks and the ceiling above them. 

Water supply; cold, warm, salt, and demineralized water, 

is supplied through the PVC pipes which run along the back 

wall of service passage and are connected to each tank. ( re

fer to plate :31 ) 

Heating is provided through central heating system in 

the basement. Warm water is passed through the central heating 

system through a U-shaped plastic pipe. The plastic pipe i un:> 

through the tanks, in grooves behind the front glass and back 

down to the basement. 

On the first floor is the terrarium which includes a 

walk through crocodile hall. The crocodile exhibit measures 

27 '< 11m and has a height of 12m at the apex of the roof, (ret 

to plate:32)Visitors enter the hall on an elevated bridge. 

The balustrade of the bridge is glazed so that the children 

can look down and also for the security purpose. The enclosure 

is also designed to immitate a tropical riverbank and various 

large trees and bushes are planted. 
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The glass roof is supported in the outside by steel 

framework which measures about 6m from the apex of the roof 

to its edge. Heating pipes are also run under the roof close 

to its surface. 

Additional lighting for the crocodile hall is provided 

by hanging lamps, (refer to plate:32) and the atmospheric humi

dity is kept constantly at 70% by a small automatic unit 

installed inside the enclosure. 

On both sides of the public hallway that surround the 

crocodile hall are the terrariums. Each terraruim is planted and 

decorated to reflect animals' natural surrounding. The plants 

serve both; as protective cover and as indicator of climatic 

conditions. 

Like the new eastern extension,~> few quarantine and 

breeding areas are also provided. 

Technical Apparatus. 

- all water tanks are filtered^ depending on their size 

with one or two externally situated air-lifted filters. 

- all technical equipments are centrally installed and 

coordinated in the basement. 

- Heating system, although distributed throughout the 

building into small units, is centrally controlled by 

computer. Other mechanical systems like ventilation 

and water circulation are also centrally controlled. 

- the basement contains storage areas for various mate-
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rials used to decorate the exhibit spaces. In the base

ment, there are also quarantine and breeding sections, 

staff recreation area, shower rooms, and the electrical 

control center. 

- the entire lighting system is operated through a central 

time switch. 
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First floor plan. 
I. public hallway; 2. terraria; 3. service passage; 
4. crocodile hall; 5. pythons; 6. giant tortoises; 
quarantine area- 8. lecture room; 9. greenhouse; 
II. landscaped aquaria; 12. air channel; 14. staff flat 

Plate J2.A view of tne crocodile hall as seen from the insecta-
rium. 
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Fig:.v Ground floor plan . 
1.public hallway; 2. aquaria; 3. service passage 
and breeding area; 4. landscaped aquaria; 5. entrance; 
6. ticket office; 7. administration; 8. outdoor pools 
for carp and trout; 9. main zoo. 
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The_ African _Savann_â ExhLbit__at _the Vtood Zoo. 

This is an attempt by the Woodland Park Zoo. Seattle, 

on a Plan to modify bioclimatic zones for animals and plants 

Below are the sections of the zebra and springbok exhibit 

and the hippopotamus pond exhibit. 

X 

•ig:16. The zebra and the springboks exhibit 

•ig:17 The hippopotamus Pond exhibit 
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Basically, space analysis is a processed based on the 

activity analysis. User groups have been determined in the 

activity analysis, and in the space analysis the users' needs 

and desires shall be considered and will help determine the 

processes of classification of the animals, grouping of the 

habitats and choosing of proper systems for lighting and ven

tilation. 

Detail of spaces, which includes size, and mechanical 

and electrical equipments needed will also be studied in this 

section of analysis. Determining the rooms' sizes is very 

important for it will give the programmer the rough estimate 

of the total area required for the site. 
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CLASSIFICATIQN 

Classification of the reptiles requires a detailiactivity 

anlysis. Classification is very important, as different spe

cies has different biological and physiological needs. In the 

following analysis reptiles are classified according to four 

different races; crocodile, turtles, lizard, and snake. Ana

lysis then is narrowed down into separating species according 

to their habitats and their needs. Analysis on habitats is 

based on : 

1) Saltwater or freshwater 

2) High vegetation or low vegetation 

3) Terresterial, aquatic or semi-aquatic 

4) Nocturnal or diurnal 

5) Size of the species 

6) Eating habits - carnivorous, herbivorous, or omni

vorous 
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Natural iStic.__ Exhibit,. 

One of the main key aspects in modern zoo design is to 

create naturalism of the surroundings both for the visitors 

and for the animal species. In doing this we must also realize 

that living in captivity is not the same as living in the 

wild. Naturalism should not only focus on the aspect of deco

rating the exhibits. On the other hand, animals must be pro

vided with aspects that will motivate them to actively survive 

in a very limited surrounding. A 'naturalistic diorama* as 

described by Bowler is that which 

stimulates the environmental conditions typical of the 

habitat of the species exhibited. - AND adding to that 

such enclosure stimulate its inhabitants to use their 

repertoire of behavioral, physiological and anatomical 

1 
adaptations as fully as possible. 

The following are some of the pro and con arguments 

about the naturalistic approach in zoo design, studied by 

James P. Bacon and Mark Hallet. 

Con arguments: 

1) Safety - the environment is found to be less safe 

for the animal keepers to maintain, espe

cially when it involves dangerous animals. 

2) Construction - some argue that the construction cost 

is expensive. 

3) Maintenance costs - complex exhibits are hard to clean 

4) Veterinary problems - enclosures with natural mare-
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rials encourage the growth of parasites and 

harmful pathogens. 

Pro arguments: 

1) Educational value - makes the public aware of the 

animals and their surroundings. 

2) Animals' need for complex environment - proper heat. 

humiditty and light will stimulate the ani

mals to survive. 

3) Minimised viewer / animal separation - unconventional 

shapes reduce the eel1-1ike appearance 

4) Aesthetic - well maintained and executed exhibits 

are aesthetically pleasing. 

5) Keeper / kept - reduces the feeling of keeper / kept. 

In response to the proand con arguments that are men

tioned above, major considerations ;therefore, must be equally 

given to three important user groups; the animals, the animal, 

caretakers and the public. The enclosures must be constructed 

to allow the public to appreciate view and learn, and the 

keepers must feel that the enclosures are safe and easy to 

maintain, and finally human needs must be weighed agaisnt the 

biological needs of the animal species exhibited." 
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Heating.. 

Reptiles are very temperature sentitive. The supply of 

heat is very important for the reptiles to ensure their sur

vival and reproduction. Some aspects of the thermal require

ments for reptiles, mainly the aquatic and semi-aquatic spe

cies are still remain obscure. Lizards and snakes are the 

only reptiles whose thermal requirements have been investiga-

3 
ted and recorded. 

As a general study, reptiles' enclosures should focus 

on several factors that relate to thermal requirements:-

1) Preferred range of temperature is from IZ'C to 25''C. 

2) Majority of the heat should be presented by radiant 

means - directly from the sun or from the surrounding 

rocks. No heating coils should be applied beneath 

the substratum for the habitat of accomplished 

burrower. 

3) No overheating should occur. Enclosures must be provided 

with cool retreat areas. Temperature variation in 

the enclosure will allow the animals to have the 

choice, if the main temperature in the cage is 

undesirable. 

4) Diurnally active-forms are stimulated by warm, light 

part of the day, while the nocturnal forms are sti

mulated by cool, dark part of the day. These rythms 

will help the activity cycles of the reptiles which 

are more sensitive to light then to temperature. 
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5) Seasonal variation - Day length must be similarly 

varied to that in the wild. THis should be a main 

concern for the indoor exhibit. The researchers in 

the climate room will make sure that the lighting 

period IS suitable for the animal specimens. 
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operational Facil_it_î s... 

1) Administration. 

- An operation core where administration activities will 

take place. As an administration center, it will be the 

center for managing, bookeeping, financing and purchasing. 

The security and the first aid facilities will also be 

accomodated within this area. 

2) Interpretive Center 

- Another major operation core where such activities as 

education and recreation will take place. The facility 

will be expected to satisfy the public's need for knowledge 

and entertainment. Graphic displays and audio-visual in

formations will introduce the public to the information 

on the zoo facilities and the information on the impor

tance of conservation. 

3) Food / beverage Area. 

- The facility will provide the public and employees needs 

for food and relaxation. The facility will provide a 

dining area overlooking the zoo context. 

4 ) GrPJind_ Maintenance Faci litv . 

- Minor and major repairs of the zoo exhibits will be 

carried out in this facility. The repairs will include 

labeling signs, lighting fixtures, zoo architectural 

features, and plants cultivation. The facility will also 

be a restricted area due to the machinery installment. 

5) Maintenance._Faci__l ijty. 

- As an employees center, the facility will provide 
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spaces for lounging, changing wardrobes, and laundying. 

While as a center for animal keeping, the facility will 

serve the purpose of cleaning, rearing and feeding of 

the animals. The facility will also be another restricted 

area, and will be designed to be secluded from the pub

lic circulation flow. 

6) Research Laboratories. 

- These facilities will provide offices and laboratory 

spaces for the laboratory works. 

- The facilities will also provide living quarters (2 units) 

for the use of researchers (wh:? may also be the veteri

narians) . 

- Spaces for breeding equipment and a room for controlling 

the climate within the zoo (indoor) will also be provided. 
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O F ^ ^ R A T r _ I CpjINr_ _F1ACIJC_L^I,T' I E S 

Activi ties ./ facilities 

A. Administrating / maintaining 

1. Administration 

a. Reception 

b. Secretary's office 

c. Curator's office 

d. First aid station 

e. Security office 

f. Men's rest room 

g. Women's rest room 

h. Storage (janitor) 

i. Seminar room 

...Area (s . f ) 

+ circulation 

500 

150 

400 

500 

200 

250 

250 

150 

150 

2550 

1200 

3750 

Interpretive center 

a. Waiting area 

b. Graphic display area 

c. Audio-visual gallery 

d. Men's rest room 

e. Women's rest room 

f. Lecture hall 

g. Souvenirs shop 

+ circulation 

1000 

1000 

1000 

300 

300 

300 

500 

4400 

1.500 

5900 

3. Food / beverage area 

a. Cafeteria 

b. Kitchen 

c. Manager's office 

d. Men's locker room 

e. Women's locker room 

f. Storage 
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Activit 1 es. /.̂ f,a.ci_lit,ie.S Area, (s . f) 

Ground maintenance 

a. Wood workshop 

b. Metal workshop 

c. Paint shop 

d. Horticulture 

e. Storage 

<• circulation 

+ circulation 

2050 

1000 

30 50 

500 

500 

500 

3000 

_300 

4800 

/ C_0 

5300 

B. Animal keeping 

1. Wardrobe 

a. Men's shov/er / locker room 

b. Women's shower room 

c. Laundry and storage 

d. Lounge 

e. Custodial storage 

2. Food preparation 

a. Kitchen 

b. Storage 

3. Animal receiving 

a. Quarantine or holding / transition pens 

+ circulation 

C. Res ea rch i ng 

1. Department of Health and Pathology 

a. Sanitarium 

b. Veterinarians* office 

c. Director's office 
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300 

500 

300 

300 

2000 

1000 

300 

5000 

.300 

5800 

1000 

600 
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,̂ _̂̂ _̂ 

AcJ:ivitXes_/__faci.ljLti_e.s Area Cs.f) 

d. Secretary's office 150 

e. Staff quarters 400 

f. Library 500 

g. Seminar room 300 

h. Storage .15.0 

3250 
2. Department of Research 

+ circulation 500 

3750 

Department of Research 

a. Climate control room 200 

b. Sound or recording laboratory 

c. Equipment room for filming 

and analyzing 

d. Nutrition laboratory 

e. Breeding room 

f. Men's rest room 

g. Women's rest room 

•t- circulation 

300 

200 

300 

800 

150 

J. 50 

210_0 

.5i)0 

2600 

TOTAL AREA 22ICD 
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1) Reception 

Occupants: 50 

Area: 500 S.F 

Circulation: 300 S.F 

Furniture: 5 sofas, 10 chairs, 3 endtables. 

Lighting: Incandescent and flourescent. 

Receptacles: 5 duplex outlets. 

Others: Drinking fountains, planters. 

2) Secretary's office 

Occupants: 1 

Area: 150 S.F 

Circulation: 150 S.F 

Furniture: Desk / w. chair, 2 chairs, file cabinet 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 3 duplex outlets / close to the desk. 

Equipments: computer, phone, intercom. 

3) Curator's office 

Occupants: 2 
Area: 400 S.F 
Furniture: Desk / w.chair, file cabinet, 4 chairs. 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 3 duplex outlets. 

Equipments: computer, phone, intercom. 

4) Security office 

Occupant: 1 

Area: 200 S.F 

Furniture: Desk / w.chair, file cabinet., chair. 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 3 duplex outlets. 

Equipments: Radio, intercom, telephone. 
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5) First aid station 

Occupants: 5 - 10 

Area: 500 S.F 

Furniture: Desk / w.chair, sofa, bed, medicine cabinet. 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Fixtures: Sinks. 

Receptacles: 5 duplex outlets. 

6) Men's rest room 

Occupants: 8 at a time. 

Area: 250 S.F 

Fixtures: 3 urinals, 2 toilets, 2 sinks, towei holder, mirror 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 2 duplex outlets. 

7) Women' s res t room 

Occupants: 8 at a time. 

Area: 250 S.F 

Fixtures: 4 toilets, 2 sinks, towel holder, mirror. 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 2 duplex outlets. 

3) Storage 

Area: 150 S.F 

Furniture: metal shelves. 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 2 duplex outlets. 

9) Seminar room 

occupants: 10 

Area: 150 S.F 

Furniture: Table and chairs. 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 2 duplex outlets. 

10)Circulation: 1200 S.F 
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I_NT E RI^ R E T I VJE _ O EJNIIE R 

1) Waiting area 

Occupants: 80 

Area: 1000 S.F 

Furniture: 5 sofas, 20 chairs, 6 endtables 

Lighting: Incandescent, flourescent. 

Receptacles: 4 duplex outlets. 

Others: Drinking fountains, planters. 

2) Graphic display area 

Occupants: 50 

Area: 1000 S.F 

Furniture: Display partitions. 

Lighting: Incandescent, flourescent. 

Receptacles: 3 duplex outlets. 

3) Audio-visual gallery (auditorium) 

Occupants: 50 

Area: 1000 S.F 

Furniture: 50 seats. 

Lighting: Incandescent. 

Receptacles: 5 duplex outlets. 

Equipments: Slide / film projector. 

4) Men's rest room 

Occupants: 15 

Area: 300 S.F 

Fixtures: 5 urinals, 4 toilets, 3 sinks, towe- holder 

mirror, trash basket. 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 3 duplex outlets. 

5) Women's rest room 

Occupants: 15 

Area: 300 S.F 

Fixtures: 6 toilets. 3 sinks, towe' holder, mirror, tra^h 

basket. 
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Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 3 duplex outlets. 

5) Lecture hall 

Occupants: 50 

Area: 300 S.F 

Furniture: Desk / 2 chairs, 50 seats. 

Lighting: Flourescent, incandescent. 

Receptacles: 2 duplex outlets. 

Equipments: blackboard, projection screen. 

7) Souvenirs shop 

Occupants: 30 at a time. 

Area: 500 S.F 

Furniture: Display shelves, chairs, bookshelves, postcard 

stands. 

Lighting: Flourescent, incandescent. 

Receptacles: 4 duplex outlets. 

8) Circulation: 1500 S.F 
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EOO O Z B EVIEJRAG E _A R EA 

1) Cafeteria 

Occupants: 50 

Area: 800 S.F 

Furniture: 12 tables / 4 chairs each. 

Lighting: Incandescent, skylight. 

Receptacles: 3 duplex outlets. 

Fixtures: waste baskets, drinking fountains. 

Others: planters. 

2) Kitchen 

Occupants: Maximum number is 20. 

Area: 500 S.F 

Fixtures: Storage cabinets, ranges, ovens, coffee makers, ice 

makers, refrigerators, storage freezers, sinks. 

disposals, food display carts, food warmers. 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 12 duplex outlets. 

3) Manager's office 

Occupants: 1 -•• guest. 

Area: 150 S.F 

Furniture: Desk ' w. chai.r, 2 cnairs. 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 1 duplex outlets. 

4) Men's locker room 

Occupants: 3 - 5. 

Area: 200 S.F 

Furniture: benches, lockers. 

Receptacles: 1 duplex outlet. 

Fixtures: sink, lavatory, shower. 

5) Women's locker room 

Occupants: 3 - 5 

Area: 200 S.F 

Furniture: Benches and lockers. 
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Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 1 duplex outlet. 

Fixtures: Sink, lavatory, shower 

6) Storage 

Area: 200 S.F 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 2 duplex outlets. 

7) Circulation: 1000 S.F 
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G R O U N D NiA. I isn:^ErTA.3sr<z:E 

1) Wood workshop 

Occupants: 3 - 5 
Area: 500 S.F 

Furniture: Tool cabinets, tables, working benches 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 5 duplex outlets. 

2) Metal workshop 

Occupants: 3 - 5 

Area: 500 S.F 

Furniture: Tool cabinets, tables, working benches 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 5 duplex outlets. 

3) Paint shop 

Occupants: 2 - 3 

Area: 500 S.F 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 2 duplex outlets. 

4) Horticulture 

Area: 1000 S.F indoor, 2000 outdoor. 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 3 duplex outlets. 

5) Storage 

Area: 300 S.F 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 2 duplex outlets. 

Fixture: utility sinks. 

6) Circulation: 500 S.F 
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1) Men's shower / locker room 

Occupants: 5 - 10 

Area: 300 S.F 

Furniture: lockers and benches. 

Fixtures: sinks, lavatory, urinals, shower 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 1 duplex outlet. 

2) Women's shower / locker room 

Occupants: 5 - 10 

Area: 300 S.F 

Furniture: lockers and benches. 

Fixtures: sinks, lavatories, shower. 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 1 duplex outlet. 

3) Laundry and storage (wardrobe). 

Area: 500 S.F 

Furniture: sofas, tables. 

Equipments: 2 dishwashers, 2 driers. 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 5 duplex outlets. 

4) Lounge 

Occupants: Maximum of 20 at a time. 

Area: 300 S.F 

Furniture: 3 sofas, chairs, endtables. 

Lighting: Flourescent and incandescent. 

Receptacles: 3 duplex outlets. 

5) Custodial storage 

Area: 300 S.F 

Furniture: metal shelves. 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 2 duplex outlets. 
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6) Kitchen and storage 

Area: 3000 S.F 

Furniture: Working benches, tool cabinets. 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

7) Quarantine area or holding / transition pens 

Area: 300 S.F 

Lighting: Flourescent and incandescent. 

8) Circulation: 800 S.F 
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R E S EARC3I-I _ E AGJL L̂  I "rLI E S 

1) Sanitarium 

Area: 1000 S.F 

Note: This will be the area for medical check- up for the 

animals. Therefore it must be located very close to 

the exhibit areas. 

2) Veterinarians' office 

Occupants: 5 

Area: 600 S.F 

Note: This office will be divided into 5 sections by mean 

of partitions. 

Furniture: Desks / w. chairs. 

Lighting: flourescent. 

3) Director's office 

Occupant: 1 

Area: 150 S.F 

Furniture: Desk / w. chair, file cabinets. 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 2 duplex outlets. 

4) Secretary's office 

Occupant: 1 

Area: 150 S.F 

Furniture: Desk / w.chair. File cabinets. 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 2 duplex outlets. 

5) Staff quarters 

Note: This will two living units for researchers. The units 

will include a small kitchen area and bathroom. 

Area: 200 S.F each. 

Lighting: Incandescent. 
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5) Library 

Occupants: Maximum of 20 (veterinarians or researchers). 
Area: 500 S.F 

Furniture: Desks / w. chairs, bookshelves. 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

7) Seminar room 

Occupants: 20 

Area: 300 S.F 

Furniture: Tables and chairs, blackboard. 

Lighting: Florescent. 

8) Storage (janitor) 

Area: 150 S.F 

Furniture: Metal shelves. 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

9) Climate controlled room 

Occupants: 2 

Area: 200 S.F 

Furniture: Desks / w. chairs, cabinets. 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 5 duplex outlets. 

Note: Climate control will be regulated by the use of 

computers. 

10) Sound or recording laboratory 

Occupants: 1 - 2 

Area: 300 S.F 

Furniture: Desks / w. chairs, file cabinets. 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 5 duplex outlets. 

11) Equipment room for filming and analyzing behavior patterns 

Area: 200 S.F 

Furniture: desks and cabinets. 

Lighting: Flourescent and incandescent. 

Receptacles: 5 duplex outlets. 
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12) Nutrition laboratory 

Occupants: 1 - 2 

Area: 300 S.F 

Furniture: Tables / chairs, cabinets. 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

Receptacles: 3 duplex outlets. 

13) Breeding room 

Occupants: 2 

Area: 800 S.F 

Equipments: 20 tanks for breeding, incubators. 

Lighting: Flourescent and incandescent. Specific lighting 

will be applied to the animal specimens. 

14) Men's rest room 

Occupants: 5 - 10 

Area: 150 S.F 

Fixtures: 2 toilets, 2 urinals, sink. 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

15) Women's rest room 

Occupants: 5 - 10 

Area: 150 S.F 

Fixtures: 3 toilets, sink. 

Lighting: Flourescent. 

16) Circulation: 1000 S.F 
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M J E G M A I N L I Ci:_A>I__ _RjOOJNIS 

1) Water tanks area 

Area: 1500 S.F 

2) Heating and ventilation 

Area:800 S.F 

3) Electrical room 

500 S.F 
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Exhibit Criteria. 

I) Pedestrian Circulation Network 

The circulation pattern is planned to discourage visitors 

from backtracking and wandering. Another focus of the project 

would be to allow the visitors to experience the sequence of 

events within the forest-glades like atmosphere. Most of the 

exhibits will be located outdoors. This will reduce thye costs 

of heating, ventilating and lighting. Circulation areas for 

the outdoor exhibits will be naturally ventilated, and will 

not have walls. Exhibits will be centered at several locations 

whish will create tension areas or points of interest. The 

exhibit areas will be positioned in a way that will allow 

easy maintenance. Offsets will occur at the display areas to 

avoid interrupted circulation patterns. 

Fig: 18. Shows the offsets at the display area. 

Concession stands will be provided along the circulation 

routes for the tired visitors. Routes of the main circulation 

pattern will not be less than 15*. 
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Service Passage. 

Service passages will run behind all types of exhibits. 

Service passages will be restricted areas, and maintenance 

employees will use them to rear, clean and feed the animals. 

Plumbing systems will also run along the backwall of the ser

vice passage. Lighting and mechanical ducts will run above 

4 
all types of enclosures. The systems will be positioned to 

avoid public views. The service passage will be screened off 

from the public by berms and or vegetation. Each exhibit will 

have access to hot and cool water. In some instances, salt

water piping systems will be installed in the spaces that 

require the use of saltwater. All water tanks will be located 

in the basement. 
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Exhibit Treatments 

1) As indicated before, there will be three types of exhibits: 

i) Open outdoor exhibit. 

ii) Aquarium or semi-aquarium 

iii) Indoor exhibit 

2) Labelling will also be part of the exhibit. 

3) In some of the exhibits; moats, ponds, or streams will con

verge to surface or subsurface areas. The surface area will 

allow the animals to conduct terresterial activities. The 

surface or subsurface area will also be cultivated with 

vegetation that simulates the animals natural habitats. 

Fig: 19. Shows how .moat converges to land surface. 

4) Aquatic or semi-aquatic exhibits will be provided with 

underwater viewing windows and viewing decks. Viewing deck: 

will be located above the tanks or the exhibits. 

Fig:20. Show the underwater viewing window 
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5) Terrarium exhibit will allow the visitors to have close 

view of the animals and context view of the whole exhibit 

Fig:21. Application of close and context view. 

6) Most of the land surface will trancend into vertical con

crete walk at the periphery. But the transition will be 

treated with various types of landscaping 

Fig:22. The use of landscaping to hide the concrete wall 

7) Exhibits will be adequately lighted;naturally and artifi

cially. Open outdoor exhibits will be naturally lighted. 

Floodlights; however, will be provided for emergency 

use . Indoor terrarium or aquarium exhibits will have na

tural sunlight enter each tank or hall through glass roof 

Additional lighting for the aquarium exhibit will be pro

vided by flourescent tubes or mercury lamps. 
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8) For the dry open exhibits, shelters will contain fire 

sprinkler systemms. 

9) All exhibits will have emergency access and alarm systems 

Alarm system will be placed on each door of harmful species 

for the security of the keepers. 

10) Fire alarms will be placed in compliance with fire codes. 

11) Each exhibit will have a place for rearing the animals. 

12) Proper ventilation and heating systems will be provided 

for each of the indoor exhibit. Duct systems will run under 

tne • roof surface along the structural sytems, or in case 

of the aquarium exhibit, the systems will run above the 

tank. Heating or ventilation will be centrally control, .but 

thermostats will be provided in each exhibit to allow for 

the temperature to be pre-set. 

13) During the winter months or rainy seasons, mercury lamps 

(1000 W) will be used over each landscaped exhibit if the 

light is needed. 

14) Atmospheric humidity will be kept constantly at 70%. Hu

midifier will be incorporated in the main air circulation 

unit, and a small automatic unit will be installed inside 

each enclosure to allow for the humidity to be pre-set. 
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Grouping of the Habitats. 

Based on comprehensive space analysis and activity ana

lysis, and case studies, I assume that a zoological garden 

for reptiles in this particular case should consist of three 

types of exhibit :-

1) Open outdoor exhibit. 

2) Aquarium or semi-aquarium exhibit - indoor or partly 

indoor. 

3) Indoor exhibit. 

1) Open outdoor exhibit. 

-This may specifically provided for the terresterial 

animals, and applies to the habitat of high profile 

vegetation, and to the animals that require a lot of 

space. 

2) Aquarium or semi-aquarium. 

-The purpose of the aquarium is to provide the visitors 

the chance to see the activities of some of the rep

tiles (especially turtles) which spend most of their 

time underwater. 

3) Indoor exhibit. 

This will He provided for the animals that need to be 

caged and for the animals that require proper climatic 

control. 
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Bclxibit 1 . 

Enclosure Area: 60' ^ 35' - 2100ft'. 

Circulation: 600ft^. 

Exhibit animals: American crocodiles (2 female, 2 male). 

Type of Exhibit: Semi-aquatic. 

Setting: - coastal swamp with few mangrove trees. 

- the land surface will be planted, and nesting and 

basking area will be provided. 

Views: Public will be provided with underwater viewing windows 

in the basement circulation tunnel. Viewing decks will 

also be provided 10' above the exhibit enclosure. 

Lighting: Natural lighting. Floodlight is equiped for emergency 

used. 

Exh_i_bj..t_.2_._ 

Enclosure Area: 50'x 35' - 1750ft'. 

Circulation: 500ft^. 

Exhibit .Animals: American Alligators (2 female, 2 male). 

Type of Exhibit: Semi-aquatic. 

Setting: Wetland covered by sawgrass and water lily. IN some 

instances the water might be as deep as 10'. Land 

surface will also be provided for the alligators to 

bask and build their nests. 

Views: Underwater viewing windows, and grade view looking down. 

Lighting: Natural lighting, and floodlight for emergency used. 

Mercury lamps (1000W) will be provided in the water 

(aquarium) exhibit. 

Exhibit_3 .. 

Enclosure Are«: 55' * 25' - 1375ft'. 

Circulation: 500ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: a pair of Florida snapping turtles, a pair 

of stinkpots, a pair of Florida mud-turtles 

and a pair of striped mud-turtles. 
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Type of Exhibit: Semi-aquatic.' 

Setting: Land surface that converges to a pond like area. 

The land surface will be planted with low profile 

vegetations appropriate to the animals habitat. From 

the viewing deck, this will be a large exhibit. But 

the land surface will be divided into sections by 

3 1/2' berms. Each section will accomodate different 

species of animals. Vegetations will also be used 

to create the transition from one section to the other 

Views: Underwater viewing windows, and viewing deck. 

Lighting: Natural lighting. Mercury lamps (1000W) will be used 

for the aquarium exhibit. 

Exh.ib.i-t .4̂  

Enclosure Area: 20' '<25' - 500ft'. 

Circulation: 250ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: one pair of Gulf-coast Box turtles, and a 

pair of Florida Box turtles. 

Type of exhibit: Open outdoor exhibit. 

Setting: Land surface that converges to a 3' deep water. 

Land surface, will be planted with a low profile vege

tations of pine flatwoods, such as saw palmetto. 

View: Grade view looking down (viewing deck). 

Lighting: Same as exhibit 3. 

Exhibit 5. 

Enclosure Area: 40' < 30' - 1200ft'. 

Circulation: 300ft'. 

Exhibit Animals; A pair of Ornate Diamondback Terrapins, and 

a pair of Mangrove Terrapins. 

Type of Exhibit: Semi-quatic. 

Setting: Coastal area with mangrove trees. 10* wide of land 

surface will be provided for basking or egg-laying 

area. The land will also be divided into sections bv 

the used of berms. 

- 1 2^-
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Views: Underwater viewing windows, and viewing deck. 

Lighting: Natural lighting. Mercury lamps (lOOOW) will be used 

in the water section. 

Exiubi.t _6^ 

Enclosure Area: 20' ^ 25' - 500ft'. 

Circulation: 200ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: 1 pair of Florida cooters, and 1 pair of 

Florida Red-bellied turtles. 

Type of Exhibit: Semi-aquatic. 

Setting: Same as exhibit 3. 

Views: underwater viewing windows and viewing deck. 

Lighting: Natural and artificial lighting. Mercury lamps will 

be used in the water section. 

Ex.hj.bit.7_ 

Enclosure Area: 10* x 25' - 250ft'. 

Circulation: 100ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: 1 pair of Gorpher turtoises. 

Type of Exhibit: Open outdoor exhibit. 

Setting: Wetland surface area that will allow the turtoise to 

Crete its own burrow. Low profile vegetations will 

also be provided. 

Views: Grade view looking down (viewing deck). 

Lighting: Natural lighting. 

Exh.ibit._8... 

Enclosure Area: 35' * 35' - 1225ft'. 

Circulation: 300ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: 2 pair of Atlantic leatherbacks. 

Type of Exhibit: Semi-aquatic. 

Setting: Sandy coastal beach (400ft'). Saltwater will be used 

in the water section. Aquatic plants will be provided m the 

water exhibit. 
Views: underwater viewing windows and viewing deck will be '.sed 

Lighting: Natural lighting wi,lĵ 3_be used for the exhibit. Mer-
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cury lamps (1000W) will be used to enhance and pro

vide the lighting for the water part of the exhibit 

Exhibit-9_--

Enclosure Area: 20* * 25' - 500ft'. 

Circulation: 200ft'. 

Exhibit animals: 1 pair of Gulf-coast spiny softshell turtles 

and 1 pair of Florida softshell turtles. 

Type of Exhibit: Semi-aquatic. 

Setting: A wet land surface that converges into a pond like 

area. Same as exhibit 3. 

Views: underwater viewing windows and viewing deck. 

Lighting: Natural lighting and mercury lamps. 

Exh i_b i_t̂ _l_0_,. 

Enclosure Area: 10' x 10' - 100ft'. 

Circultion: 75ft'. 

Exhibit animals: Indo-pacific gecko (5 pairs). 

Type of Exhibit: Indoor, nocturnal exhibit. 

Setting: A vacant or abandoned site with leaves and decaying 

wood. 

View: Grade view at eye level. 

Lighting: Vita-lite flourescent tubes. 

Exhibit 11. 

Enclosure Area: 10' " 10' - 100ft'. 

Circulation: 75ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: Yellow headed gecko (5 pairs). 

Type of Exhibit: Indoor exhibit. 

Setting: A vacant or abandoned site with leaves and decaying 

wood. 

Lighting: Skylight. Mercury lamps will be provided for the 

use in bad weather. 
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Ex.h.ibit̂  1_2_.. 

Enclosure Area: 15' x lo' _ i50ft'. 

Circulation: 75ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: 2 pairs of Green anole, and 2 pairs of Brown 

anole. 

Type of Exhibit: Indoor exhibit. 

Setting: A sandy, dried land surface with shrubs and dead tree 

stump-

View: Grade view at eye level. 

Lighting: Skylight and vita-lite flourescent tubes. 

Exhibit 13. 

Enclosure Area: 10' x io' - 100ft'. 

Circulation: 50ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: Florida scrub lizards (3 pairs). 

Type of Exhibit: Indoor exhibit. 

Setting: Dried land surface, characteristic of pine flatwoods. 

Shrubs such as the saw palmetto will be planted. 

View: Grade view at eye level. 

Lighting: skylight and vita- lite flourescent tubes. 

Exhibit J_4_̂  

Enclosure Area: 30' x io' - 300ft'. 

Circulation: 100ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: 3 pairs of Southeastern five-lined skinks. 

3 pairs of ground skinks, 3 pairs of Penin

sula mole skinks. 

Type of Exhibit: Indoor exhibit. The exhibit will be divided 

into three sections by wjre-mesh. 

Setting: All three sections will feature a sandy, dried land 

surface. The section for the Southern five-lined skink 

will be planted with coastal stiff grasses, while 

the area for the ground skinks will be left open with 

leaves and decaying wood. The section for the Penin

sula mole skinks will support scrub vegetations. 
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View: Grade view at eye level. 

Lighting: Skylight and vita-lite flourescent tubes. 

Exhj..bit._15.̂  

Enclosure Area: 15' x 10' - 150 ft' 

Circulation: 50 ft'. 

Exhibit Animals : 2 pairs of Eastern glass lizards, and 2 pairs 

of Island glass lizards. 

Type of Exhibit: Indoor exhibit. 

Setting: a wetland area with grass and shrubs. 

View: Grade view at eye level. 

Lighting: Skylight and vita-lite flourescent tubes. 

Exhibit 16. 

Enclosure Area: 3O' x 15' -450 ft'. 

Circulation: 150 ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: 2 pairs of Florida green water snakes, and 

2 pairs of Brown water snakes.Florida water snak 

Type of Exhibit: Semi-aquatic. 

Setting: Freshwater swamp. The land surface will acquire 20% ot 

enclosure. Shrubs and tree stump will be provided on 

the land surface. Aquatic plants will also be used 

in the water section. 

Views: Grade view looking down and grade view at eye level 

for the underwater viewing windows. 

Lighting: Natural lighting and mercury lamps. Mercury lamps 

will be for the aquarium used. 

EExhibit 17. 

Enclosure Area: 10' x 15' - 150 ft'. 

Circulation: 75 ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: 3 pairs of Mangrove water snakes. 

Type of Exhibit: Semi-aquatic. 

Setting: saltwater mangrove swamp. 
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Views: Underwater viewing windows and grade view looking down. 

Lighting: Natural lighting and mercury lamps. Mercury lamps 

will be for the aquarium used. 

Exhibit 18. 

Enclosure Area: 15' x 15' - 225 ft'. 

Circulation: 100 ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: 1 pair of Striped swamp snakes and 1 pair of 

Black swamp snakes. 

Type of Exhibit: Semi-aquatic. 

Setting: A pond like area with hyacinths and other water plants 

Land surface will acquire 50 ft' of the enclosure. 

Views: underwater viewing windows and viewing deck. 

Lighting: Natural lighting and vita-lite flourescent tubes. 

Exhibit 19. 

Enclosure: 10' x io* - 100 ft'. 

Circulation: 50 ft' 

Exhibit Animals: 3 pairs of Florida brown snakes. 

Type of Exhibit: Semi-aquatic. 

Setting: A pond like exhibit with water hyacinths and other 

aquatic plants. Land surface will acquire 35 ft' of 

the enclosure. 

Views: underwater viewing windows and viewing deck. 

Lighting: Natural lighting and vita-lite flourescent tubes. 

Exhibit 20. 

Enclosure Area: 15' x 10' - 150 ft'. 

Circulation: 100 ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: 2 pair of Peninsula Ribbon snakes. 

Type of Exhibit: Semi-aquatic. 

Setting: A pond like exhibit. Land surface will acquire 50 ft' 

of the enclosure. Trees will be planted which branches 

will overhcing on the water's edge. 

Views: Underwater viewing windows and viewing deck. 

Lighting: Natural lighting and vita-lite flourescent tubes. 
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Ex.hj._b.it .2.1... 

Enclosure Area: 10' x lo' - 100 ft'. 

Circulation: 75 ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: Southern Ring-neck snakes (3 pairs). 

Type of Exhibit: Open outdoor exhibit. 

Setting: A wetland area with shrubs and low profile trees 

characteristic of pinewoods. Like any other open out

door exhibit, the enclosure will be surrounded by 

concrete walIs. 

View: Grade view looking down. 

Lighting: Natural lighting. 

Exhibit 22. 

Enclosure Area: 10' x io' - 100 ft'. 

Circulation: 75 ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: Pinewoods snakes (3 pairs). 

Type of Exhibit: Open outdoor exhibit. 

Setting, view, and lighting: Same as exhibit 21 . 

Exhibit 23. 

Enclosure Area: 20' x 15' - 300 ft'. 

Circulation: 100 ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: 2 pairs of Mud snakes, and 2 pairs of Rain

bow snakes. 

Type of Exhibit: Open outdoor exhibit (the exhibit will be 

divided into 2 spaces). 

Setting: lowland area characteristic of a muddy, swamp area. 

Shallowater ponds about 10 ft' in size, and not less 

than 2' in deep will be provided. 

View: Grade view looking down. 

Lighting: Natural lighting. Floodlights will be provided for 

emergency used. 

' o c _ 
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Exhibit... 24... 

Enclosure Area: 20' x 15' _ 300 ft'. 

Circulation: 100 ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: Eastern Coachwhip snakes (2 pairs). 

Type of Exhibit: Open outdoor exhibit. 

Setting: Dry, sandy pine flatwood. with shrubs vegetations. 

View: Grade view looking down. 

Lighting: Natural lighting. Floodlights is provided for emer

gency used. 

Exhibit 25. 

Enclosure Area: 10' x ]Q' _ 100 ft'. 

Circulation: 75 ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: 2 pairs of Rough Green snakes. 

Type of Exhibit: Open outdoor exhibit. 

Setting, view, and lighting: Same as exhibit 23. 

Exhibit 26. 

Enclosure Area: 15' x io* - 150 ft'. 

Circulation: 100 ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: Eastern Indigo snakes (1 pair). 

Type of Exhibit: Open outdoor exhibit. 

Setting, view, lighting: Same as exhibit 23. 

Exhibit 27. 

Enclosure Area: 20' x 10 * - 200 ft'. 

Circulation: 100 ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: 2 pairs of Corn snakes. 2 pairs of Yellow 

Rat snakes. 

Type of Exhibit: Open outdoor exhibit (the whole exhibit will 

be divided into 2 sections). 

Setting, view, lighting: Same as exhibit 23. 
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Exhibit _2_8, 

Enclosure Area: 10' x 10' - 100 ft'. 

Circulation: 75 ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: 2 pairs of Florida Pine snakes. 

Type of Exhibit: Open outdoor exhibit. 

Setting, view, and lighting: Same as exhibit 21. 

Exhibit 29. 

Enclosure Area: 20' x 10' _ 2OO ft'. 

Circulation: 100 ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: 2 pairs of Florida King snakes, and 2 pairs 

of Scarlet King snakes. 

Type of Exhibit: Indoor exhibit. 

Setting: A wetland area.characteristic of stream like bank. 

View: Grade view at eye level. 

Lighting: Skylight and vita-lite flourescent tubes. 

E.xh.iMt_.30^ 

Enclosure Area: 15' - 10' - 150 ft'. 

Circulation: 75 ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: 1 pair of Scarlet snakes, and 1 pair Short-

tailed snakes. 

Type of Exhibit: Open outdoor exhibit. 

Setting, view, and lighting: Same as exhibit 24. 

Exhibit 31. 

Enclosure Area: 30' ^ 10' - 300 ft'. 

Circulation: 100 ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: 2 pairs of Florida Crowned snakes. 2 pairs 

of Florida Dune Crowned snakes, and 2 pairs 

of Rim-rock Crowned snakes. 

Type of Exhibit: Open outdoor exhibit (will be divided into 

three sections). 

Setting: a dry, sandy pine flatwoods. 

View: Grade view looking down. 
Lighting: Natural lighting. Floodlight will be provided ror 
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emergency used.emergency used. 

Exh.i_b.ijt_3J.̂  

Enclosure Area: 10' x 15* - 150 ft'. 

Circulation: 100 ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: 2 pairs of Eastern Coral snakes. 

Type of Exhibit : Semi-aquatic. 

Setting: A dry, sandy area with leaves and debris on the floor 

surface. The land surface will occupy 50 ft' of the 

enclosure. 

Views: underwater viewing windows, and viewing deck. 

Lighting: Natural lighting and mercury lamps. Mercury lamps 

will be used for the aquarium exhibit. 

Exhibit 33. 

Enclosure Area: 10' x 10' - 100 ft'. 

Circulation: 75 ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: 2 pairs of Southern copperwoods. 

Type of Exhibit: Open outdoor exhibit. 

Setting, view, lighting: Same as exhibit 21. 

Exhibit 34. 

Enclosure Area: 10' x 10 * - 100 ft'. 

Circulation: 75 ft'. 

Exhibit Animals: 2 pairs of Florida cottonmouth. 

Type of Exhibit: Open outdoor exhibit. 

Setting, view, and lighting: Same as exhibit 23. 

Exh,ibit .3.5_̂  

Enclosure Area: 20' * 10' - 200 ft'. 

Circulation: 100 ft'. 
Exhibit Aniamls: 2 pairs of Dusky Pygmy rattlesnakes, and 2 

pairs of Eastern Diamondback rattlesnakes. 

Type of Exhibit: Open outdoor exhibit. 

Setting, view, and lighting: Same as exhibit 24. 
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This is an anlysis of the present condition of the site. 

Site analysis is very important for it will determine the type 

of construction or design appropriate for the site. In this 

particular project, the site will play significant aspect in 

the later part of design process. 

Climatic data, topography, and vegetal ation and present 

activities of the site are among the important factors that 

will be studied for they will play significcint roles in the 

design process. 
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This climatic data is based on the study of the nearest 

observation area to the proposed site, which is Miami. Miami 

is located about 45 miles from the site, and major climatic 

differences are not to be expected. 

T.emp.er.a t u.r e..̂  

The mean annual temperature for the area is 75.5"F, 

and temperature reaches its highest mark in August with maxi

mum temperature of 89.5"F and minimum temperature of only 75.3°F 

(see fig:23) The average daily range of temperature observed 

( the difference between maximum and minimum) is only 10°. 

The area is also a freeze free area. 

Pr e.c.i pi tat ion._ 

Throughout Florida, the distribution of rainfall within 

the year is quite uneven. In the summer rainy season, there 

is close chance to a 50-50 chance of rain on any given day. 

The chances of rain in the remainder of the year are much 

less. In the Everglades the rain is seasonal. In winter it 

is dry, but in late April or early May, the weather becomes 

very humid as the water vapor rises from the gulf stream. The 

moisture collects in low clouds and the rain falls m consi

derable amount during the Spring and Summer seasons and reaches 

its peak in the wet season in September. Late September or 

early October usually marks tiie end of the wet season. 

The rain and the moisture also encourage the growth ot: 

mosquitoes and other insects in the park. This is another 
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reason why less people visit the Everglades during the Summer 

season. 

Relat.iye ..Humj.ditY. 

On the daily basis, the most humid part of the day is 

usually in the early morning around 7:00 a.m. The average 

percentage of relative humidity taken over 19 years period 

shows that the average level of relative humidity is of 81% 

at 1:00 a.m. ,and 84% at 7:00 a.m., 61% at 1:00 p.m.. and 84% 

at 7:00 p.m. The average daily of relative humidity recorded 

is 74% (figure 2^ ).Relative humidity increases from May through 

September and decreases from October Through April, 

Wind. 

The average speed of prevailing wind recorded withm 

the year is around 45.5 mph, and the highest ever recorded 

is 74 mph which occured in August 1964. The prevailing direc

tion is from East and Southeast from January to April, and 

changes its direction to only from Southeast from May through 

August. In the early months of winter, which are in September 

and October, the winds come from Northeast with the average 

speed of 71.5 mph. During the months of November and December. 
> 

the winds primarily come from North and Northeast." 

Hu.rri canes and Storms . 

Hurricanes usually occur during the late summer or 

early winter. The coastline areas are usually the striking 

points of the hurricanes. The Everglades is one of the ccastal 
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areas which have been affected tremendously by the hurricanes 

(see fig: ̂•~ ) 

Tornadoes usually occur throughout the year, but the 

maximum number of them are recorded during the month of July 

or in Midsummer, (fig:26 ) 

Destructive tornadoes are very rare, and significant 

damage is seldom reported. June, July, and August have been 

highest frequency of dangerous tornadoes. 

Daylight. 

The Everglades is located close to the equator, and therefore 

there is no significant variation in daylength occuring. On 

the yearly basis, it receives an average of 75 ckear day3,172 

partly cloudy days, and 118 cloudy days. Cloudiness increases 

especially from May through October, which is happened to 

2 
be the rainy season in Florida. 
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The proposed site is located about 11 miles from Home

stead, 45 miles from Miami, and 35 miles northeast of Flamingo. 

The site choosen is to be located close to the visitor center. 

This is for the purpose of getting an easy access as well as 

having an existing point of interest. The choosen site is 

located about 8 miles from the main entrance of the park. The 

site choosen is quite close to the entrance, for the reason 

not to interrupt the inner part of the park. This southern 

part of the Everglades is also the only area where some 

building projects significant to the park are allowed. 

This particular site is largely covered by high profile 

trees, such as the Rockland pine trees and the hardwood ham

mocks. The area features a wetland type setting with some 

scattered shallow water areas within the site.The species of 

trees that grow in this territory depnd on the amount of 

4 
standing water and the richness of the soil. Trees are scattered 

all over the area. The Rockland pine trees grow on a drier 

area while the hammocks dominate the more watery area. The 

floor area is covered by stiff grasses and some low profile 

shrubs and trees of such like the saw palmetto, pond apple, 

paradise tree. 

In general, the site is covered by Rockdale fine sandy 

loam. The overall landscape features a flat or nearly level 

land surface (refer to table 1 ). 
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Ta.b.l..e_ _ 1_: _Rockd.a_l.elRc)_, 

Soil Relief 

Rockdale Nearly 
fine sandy level 
loam, level 
phase lime
stone complex 

Drainage 

External Internal 

little or very rapid 
no run
off because 
of rapid 
infiltration 

Reaction 

Neutral to 
alkaline 

Table 6.1 (cont.) 

Depth 
to bedrock 

2 - 24' 

Vegetation 

slash pine^ saw- palmetto 
suDtropicai shrubs, and 
grasses. 

Color 

Dark grayish 
brown to brown 

Earth profile: 

0 -1" dark grayish brown friable fine sandy loam 

1 - 6" reddish brown moderately friable sandy loam 

6"+ white orphale-yellow limestone 
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PRESENT ACTIVITIES 

The following are some of the activities that one can fi.nd 

in the Everglades National Park. These activities may directly 

7 
or indirectly influence or affect the proposed zoo project. 

1) Visitor center 

- pick up park information. 

- short introductory film is shown at the main visi

tor center. 

2) Birdwatching 

- the best time for this activity is in early mor

ning or late afternoon. 

3) Ranger-guided activities 

- Naturalists give hikes, talks, canoetrips. tram 

tours, demonstrations, and campfire program during 

the year. 

4) Hiking 

- trails range from easy walks of less than 400 meters 

to 23 km long. 

5) Fishing, inland and coastal waters of the Everglades 

6) Boating 

- bring visitors to remote parts of the Everglades 

7) Camping 

- park campground at Long Pine Key and Flamingo. 

8) Marina and boats 

- The Flamingo marina rents small powered stiffs. 

houseboats and canoes. 
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Building system perfomance is a general analysis of the 

major functional systems will be provided. Design criteria 

will be stated and some design suggestions will also be put 

under consideration. 

This analysis will primarily focus on the mechanical, 

electrical and structural systems of the building. 
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Mechanical System 

1) All mechanical equipments will be located centrally at the 

basement. 

2) All mechanical systems will be centrally controlled. 

3) Temperature and humidity of the building and the exhibit 

area will be centrally controlled by the use of computer. 

In case of the need for temperature variation, censors will be 

provided in each exhibit space. The censors will function 

to dictate undesirable temperature, and the information 

will be transmitted to the computer. 

4) Water tanks will be located in the basement and PVC pipes 

are connected to each exhibit space. 

5) Air ducts will run along the roof framing structures. 
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Electrical System 

1) Power will come from the Dade County power lines. 

For the emergency use, an electric generator will be pro

vided . 
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structural System 

1) Main structural frames will be of steel and concrete. 

2) Concrete columns will be used throughout the exhibits to 

support the roofing structures. 

3) Roof structures must allow the use og glass for natural 

lighting. For the outdoor circulation areas, the use of 

tensile structure will be considered. 

4) Fire-resistance; materials used will be in compliance with 

building code. 

^) Structural systems must be able iri vvi Ihstand humid air 

humid salt air, water level, sand and salt-water. 

6) Structural systems must be able to withstand high wind 

velocities especially during the hurricane season. 
1 

7) Structural systems must minimize operational problems. 

8) Structural systems must promote beauty as well as 

not interrupting the integrity of the site. 
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This cost analysis is based on the average high cost of 

laboratory building as listed in 1984 Dodge Construction Sys-

terns Costs. The cost per square foot assigned for the labora

tory building is $90.00. Utilizing the gross square footage 

the calculation is done based on William Pena's Problem Seeking 

Laboratory buuilding - $90.00 

Gross square footage - '<46,052 S.F. 

$ 4.143.380 

A. Base cost 4,143,780 

B. Fixed cost (10% of A) 414,778 

C. Site development (15% of A) 62U.56J 

D. Total Construction 5,180,125 

E. Movable Equipment (8% of A) 331.150 

F. Professional fees (6% of D) 310.807 

G. Contingencies (10% of D) 518.012 

H. Administration cost (1% of D) .5.î _80i 

Total cost $ 6,702.^45^ 

Cos t Ad 1us tment. 

Local condition modifying factor for Miami. Florida is 0.81 

This must be multiplied by the calculated building cost. 

$ 6,702,045 X 0.81 = $ 5,428.656 

The proposed project will also be in an isolated area, af.d 

additional costs are expected to occur. 
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